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ABSTRACT 

Title of Dissertation: Mapping Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) 

Questionnaire to EuroQoL-5D (EQ-5D) Utility Weights to Inform Economic Evaluations 

for Prostate Cancer 

Rahul Khairnar, Doctor of Philosophy, 2020; Master of Science, 2016 

Dissertation Directed by Francis B. Palumbo, PhD, JD, Professor, Department of 

Pharmaceutical Health Services Research 

OBJECTIVES: To develop a mapping algorithm to obtain EuroQoL-5D-3L (EQ5D) 

health utilities from Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) questionnaire. 

METHODS: This mapping study utilized baseline data from an international, multicenter, 

randomized controlled trial (NCT00331773) of patients with low-risk prostate cancer. 

Patient health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL) data were collected using EPIC and health 

utilities were obtained using EQ5D. Data were divided into an estimation sample (n=765, 

70%) and a validation sample (n=327, 30%). The relationship between the instruments 

was estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS), Tobit, and two-part models. Five-fold 

cross-validation (in-sample) was used to compare the predictive performance of the 

estimated models. Final models were selected based on root mean square error (RMSE). 

OLS models using baseline cross-sectional data, combined data from all assessment 

periods, and random effects (RE) models that explicitly model the longitudinal nature of 

the data were estimated to compare predictive ability of algorithms derived from cross-

sectional and longitudinal data. Longitudinal predictive performance of OLS models 

derived using baseline data was examined in the post-intervention data. 



RESULTS: A total of 565 patients in the estimation sample had complete information on 

both EPIC and EQ5D questionnaires at baseline. Mean observed EQ5D utility was 

0.90±0.13 (range: 0.28-1) with 55% of patients in full health. Low to moderate 

correlations were found between EQ5D utility and urinary (r=0.38), bowel (r=0.34) and 

hormonal (r=0.55) domains of EPIC; sexual domain was weakly correlated (r=0.18) with 

EQ5D utility.  OLS models outperformed their counterpart models for all pre-determined 

model specifications. The best model fit was: “EQ5D utility = 0.248541 + 

0.000748*(Urinary Function) + 0.001134*(Urinary Bother) + 0.000968*(Hormonal 

Function) + 0.004404*(Hormonal Bother) – 0.376487*(Zubrod) + 0.003562*(Urinary 

Function*Zubrod)”; RMSE was 0.10462. When comparing cross-sectional vs. 

longitudinal data, a mapping algorithm obtained using combined EPIC subdomain data 

outperformed other model types. Mean absolute differences (MDs) between reported and 

predicted were low in general and decreased as the time of assessment increased. 

CONCLUSIONS: This study identified mapping algorithms to generate EQ5D utilities 

from EPIC domain or sub-domain scores, with satisfactory longitudinal predictive 

performance. The study results will help estimate quality-adjusted life-years in future 

economic evaluations of prostate cancer treatments. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

1. OVERVIEW 

1.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

Economic evaluations of health interventions often rely on inputs from key clinical trials 

to obtain estimates of costs and health-related quality of life in terms of quality-adjusted 

life years (QALYs). However, these trials do not always include preference-based 

measures (PBMs) that can be used to obtain health utilities to produce QALY estimates.1 

Instead, they include one or more of the many patient-reported outcome measures 

(PROMs), which do not permit construction of QALYs. ‘Mapping’ or ‘cross-walking’ 

can help link the outcomes from different measures of health to health utility values.2,3 

Although clinical trials have now been incorporating health utility estimation in their 

design, studies conducted in the past remain part of the evidence base as comparators for 

the evaluation of new technologies and have not always included PBMs. However, 

mapping allows use of such evidence in these evaluations.3 

Mapping generally involves creation of an algorithm or mapping function using a dataset 

with information on both, the ‘source’ PROM and the ‘target’ PBM, which may or may 

not be a part of a clinical trial.3 The key stages for mapping can be described as follows: 

The first stage involves an ‘estimation’ or ‘modeling’ dataset, which has information 

about the source PROM and target PBM. The second stage involves development of a 

mapping function using regression methods or other methods such as linking or scale 

alignment. The third stage is ideally a validation stage, where a dataset similar to the 

estimation dataset is used to examine how well the mapping function performs with 
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respect to predicting utilities. The final stage involves application of the developed 

mapping function in economic evaluations using trial or observational data, or even in 

economic modeling studies.2 Several methods have been used to perform mapping, 

including regression-based methods and scale-alignment.2–4 Although regression methods 

have been used more extensively and offer the flexibility of choosing the model 

specification that best suits the data, Fayers PM and Hays RD have argued in favor of 

linking (which includes item response theory and geometric mean regression) as a 

superior alternative to regression when mapping from a PBM.4 Others have developed 

and applied Bayesian networks to perform probabilistic mapping of a PROM to a PBM to 

improve on the regression-based methods of mapping.5,6 

In the context of prostate cancer (PC), survival rates are similar across treatments in 

patients diagnosed with PC, making treatment choices based on health-related quality of 

life (HRQoL) more important.7 The Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) 

questionnaire is a widely used disease-specific instrument, used to assess HRQoL of 

patients with prostate cancer.8 However, it does not generate health utilities. Previous 

economic evaluations on cost-effectiveness of prostate cancer treatments (for example: 

cost-effectiveness of implementing SpaceOAR in radiation therapy or cost-effectiveness 

of various treatment modalities in PC radiotherapy) have utilized utility measures 

obtained from published literature.9,10 They have also relied on the limited health states 

observed in the clinical trial/s informing them. These health states include clinician 

scored toxicities, which are often the primary end points in clinical trials comparing PC 

radiotherapy modalities. These clinical trials also include PROMs such as EPIC, which 

measure the effect of treatment on the patient’s quality of life. Clinician-scored toxicities 
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are often underreported, leading to discrepancies between them and PROMs. Mapping 

EPIC to a PBM can bridge this gap and provide utility values for the range of scores on 

the EPIC questionnaire, which can then be used to inform economic evaluations in this 

disease area. This study aims to map EPIC to EuroQoL - 5 Dimension (EQ-5D), a widely 

used generic preference based measure of health utilities. 

1.2  RESEARCH QUESTION 

How do we obtain a set of EQ5D health utilities corresponding to HRQoL measured by 

the EPIC questionnaire? 

1.3 PRIMARY OBJECTIVES 

To develop mapping algorithms to obtain EQ5D health utilities from EPIC questionnaire using 

regression based measures; to compare the predictive ability of mapping algorithms obtained 

using cross-sectional and longitudinal data; and finally, to examine the longitudinal predictive 

ability of mapping algorithms obtained using baseline cross-sectional data 

1.4 SPECIFIC AIMS AND HYPOTHESES 

AIM 1 

To develop a set of mapping algorithms to obtain EQ5D health utilities from EPIC 

questionnaire using regression framework 

Hypothesis: We hypothesize that the models which incorporate patient-level covariates 

in their estimation algorithms (more complex models) will have higher predictive ability 

than the simple ordinary least squared linear regression model without any covariates. 
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AIM 2 

To compare the predictive ability of mapping algorithms obtained using cross-sectional 

and longitudinal data 

Hypothesis: We hypothesized that the mapping algorithms that incorporate the 

longitudinal nature of data in their estimation will have better predictive ability than the 

algorithms obtained using cross-sectional or pooled data 

AIM 3 

To examine the longitudinal predictive ability of mapping algorithms obtained using 

baseline data in post-intervention data 

AIM 3A 

To identify factors associated with prediction errors when mapping EPIC to EQ5D 

utilities 

Hypothesis: We hypothesized that the mapping algorithms will be sensitive to the 

treatment effect on HRQoL and demonstrate satisfactory performance in the post-

intervention data 
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2. BACKGROUND 

Prostate cancer (PC) is the most common cancer in males in the United States (US) with 

an estimated 174,650 incident cases in 2019.11 It is also the third leading cause of cancer-

related death in this population with an estimated 31,620 deaths in 2019. Moreover, PC 

imposes a huge economic burden on the society and is the third most costly cancer 

following breast and colon cancer.12 In 2016 alone, the national expenditure on PC care 

was 14.2 billion USD. However, with the introduction of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 

screening, PC incidence has increased and disease-specific mortality has decreased.13 

Given that most new cases of PC are diagnosed at an early stage (localized), significant 

attention has been focused on understanding the risks and benefits of alternative 

management strategies for patients with low-risk cancer.14 Common treatments include 

active surveillance (watchful waiting), radical prostatectomy (surgical removal of 

prostate gland), external-beam radiation therapy (EBRT) and brachytherapy (interstitial 

radiation therapy), and androgen deprivation.13 The goal of treatment is to prevent death 

and disability from PC, while minimizing treatment-related complications.15  

The available treatment options offer modest effects on survival with very different side-

effect profiles. Moreover, the disease-free survival rates for all PC radiotherapy 

modalities are similar. Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) is therefore a key factor in 

decisions about screening and treatment of PC.16 Several definitions have been identified 

from the literature for HRQoL. These include “How well a person functions in their life 

and his or her perceived wellbeing in physical, mental, and social domains of health”, 

“quality of life is an all-inclusive concept incorporating all factors that impact upon an 

individual’s life. HRQoL includes only those factors that are part of an individual’s 
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health”, “those aspects of self-perceived well-being that are related to or affected by the 

presence of disease or treatment”, and finally, “values assigned to different health 

states”.17 PROMs that measure HRQoL have become widely used as primary and 

secondary outcomes in clinical trials comparing PC treatments.1 Typically, these 

questionnaires measure self-perceived health and are classified into the following three 

types: generic health indices or profiles, condition-specific scales, and health utility 

measures.17,18 The first two capture descriptive information over a range of domains of 

quality of life. Of these, the former provides PROMs that assess population health while 

the latter are designed to be more sensitive to changes in particular domains affected by a 

specific disease. The utility measures summarize HRQoL onto a single index, through 

derivation of health state preference values.18 These measures are also known as 

preference based measures (PBMs) as they elicit patient preferences for different health 

states. Such summary measures are useful in economic evaluations of health care 

interventions, and they enable calculation of quality adjusted life years (QALYs). 

Incremental QALYs are valued against the marginal costs of their provision to determine 

the cost-effectiveness of interventions.  

Although several guidelines for economic evaluation of health care programs recommend 

inclusion of all three types of instruments in a given study, it is often not feasible to 

include a range of instruments, as this can be a costly and time-consuming endeavor. 

Sometimes, PROMs are preferred by the researchers/ clinicians conducting the study, as 

they measure specific domains/ dimensions of HRQoL. However, a cost-utility analysis 

of interventions examined by these studies may still be warranted. Therefore, when utility 

information is not collected in a study, mapping has been proposed as an alternative 
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solution and recommended as the second-best option after direct utility estimation for 

economic evaluations of interventions. 

2.1 ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS IN PROSTATE CANCER  

Economic evaluations in health care provide important information for medical decision 

making. Health Technology Assessment (HTA), pricing, and reimbursement authorities 

around the world are increasingly using CEAs to determine whether the cost of a new 

intervention can be justified in terms of expected health benefits. These evaluations are 

extremely important, as they affect patients’ access to treatments, physicians’ ability to 

use them, the price of the intervention, and consequentially, the return on investment for 

the manufacturers developing the product. These evaluations are also necessary to make 

rational choices between different existing technologies. It is therefore imperative to 

demonstrate clinical utility and cost-effectiveness associated with medical technologies, 

especially for the more expensive ones. An economic evaluation weighs the increased 

costs against costs avoided in other areas, improved effectiveness of the new technology, 

or both.19 In 2010, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality determined that there 

is insufficient evidence to fully assess the comparative superiority of different 

radiotherapy modalities in PC.20 With newer data available on the real-world 

effectiveness of these treatment options, it is possible to evaluate the comparative 

effectiveness of these treatments weighed against their costs of provision. As survival and 

disease progression are considered to be similar across these treatments, the emphasis of 

their effectiveness is centered on the reductions in toxicity incidence and the HRQoL 

gains/ decrements associated with these treatments.  
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The Expanded Prostate cancer Index Composite (EPIC) questionnaire is the most 

commonly used condition-specific HRQoL instrument in clinical trials and in real-world 

studies on PC.7,8,21–24 It was developed based on advice from an expert panel and prostate 

cancer patients, which led to expanding the 20-item University of California-Los Angeles 

Prostate Cancer Index (UCLA-PCI) to the 50-item EPIC. EPIC is a robust HRQOL 

instrument that measures a broad spectrum of urinary, bowel, sexual, and hormonal 

symptoms related to surgery /radiotherapy in PC. EPIC has demonstrated strong 

psychometric properties. The test-retest reliability and internal consistency are high for 

EPIC urinary, bowel, sexual, and hormonal domain summary scores (each r ≥ 0.80 and 

Cronbach's alpha ≥ 0.82) and for most domain-specific subscales. Correlations between 

function and bother subscales within domains are high (r >0.60). Correlations between 

different primary domains were found to be consistently lower, indicating that these 

domains assess distinct HRQOL components. Moderate agreement has been observed 

between EPIC domains relevant to the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy 

Prostate module (FACT-P) and the American Urological Association Symptom Index 

(AUA-SI), providing criterion validity without excessive overlap. While EPIC does not 

measure patient preference for a given health state (health utilities) it captures important 

quality of life changes due to prostate cancer treatments. However, health utilities are a 

key input parameter for economic evaluations. The accuracy and precision of the results 

of these evaluations rely heavily on the quality of health utility estimates. Most HTA 

authorities prefer health utility data to be collected from patients, and it has become 

increasingly common to collect such data in clinical trials.  
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Health utility is essentially ‘a representation of strength and preference for a given health-

related outcome on a cardinal numeric scale, where a value of 1 represents full health, 0.0 

represents death, and negative values represent states worse than death.’ Preference based 

measures (PBMs) allow patients to describe the impact of ill health and assigns a utility 

score to those descriptions on the basis of people’s preferences for health states. There 

are two components in this measurement system: A standardized descriptive system for 

health or its impact on HRQOL (composed of a number of multilevel dimensions that 

together describe a universe of health states), and an algorithm for assigning utilities to 

each health state described by the system. This set of utilities is often described as value 

sets or tariffs. The algorithms used to derive these have been based on various valuation 

methods such as time trade-off, standard gamble, and discrete choice experiments.  

Commonly used PBMs for health utility estimation are generic (i.e. they are applicable to 

a wide range of diseases, patients, and interventions). Examples include EQ-5D, six 

dimensional health state short form (SF-6D), and health utilities index (HUI). Evidence 

suggests that different generic measures produce different results when applied to the 

same patient group at the same point in time. Condition-specific PBMs are advantageous 

as they capture the effect of interventions across a wide range of relevant symptoms, 

side-effects, and aspects of functioning and QOL, and are well-validated. The differences 

in the utility estimates, conditional on the PBM used, raises issues for comparability. The 

National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) recommend use of a single 

measure (EQ-5D) for all evaluations and technology appraisals. While health technology 

assessments use evidence from clinical trials, the primary goal of clinical trials is to 

evaluate safety and efficacy for market authorization by regulatory agencies and thus 
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present challenges to the optimal collection of health utility estimates for economic 

models. Often these trials do not include a PBM; instead they include one or more of the 

many PROMs that capture disease specific changes in QOL but not the health utilities 

that are essential for construction of the QALY measure for economic evaluations. In 

such situations, health utilities derived from literature have been used as a solution. 

However, these utilities are often collected in a population that may not be representative 

of the trial population that is informing the economic evaluation. Moreover, these health 

utility estimates are often outdated as they do not reflect the advances in the standard of 

care and their effect on patient QOL. ‘Mapping’ is an alternative method that can be used 

to obtain health utility values when only a PROM is included in the trial/ observational 

study informing the economic evaluation. 

2.2 MAPPING 

Mapping or cross-walking involves a PROM (often condition-specific) and a PBM, using 

a statistical model, and making predictions from the estimates. Mathematically, mapping 

refers to correspondence by which each element of a given set has associated with it one 

or more elements of a second set. In context of health utilities, mapping is defined as the 

development and use of a statistical model or algorithm to predict health utilities from 

data from other measures of health outcomes. Mapping is of particular resource when 

health utility measures are not available; some form of patient reported outcome or 

clinical end point can be used to predict health utilities instead.1,3 An advantage of 

mapping is that the resulting health utilities reflect the preferences of patients rather than 

those of the general population, which is the preference of many HTA authorities. 
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Mapping involves four essential steps. The first step is to identify an estimation dataset 

that reflects the patient population of interest and has information on the target PBM and 

the source PROM (generally condition-specific). An overlap in the descriptive systems of 

the two measures is essential when estimating the exchange rate between the PROM and 

the PBM. It is also important that the measures are administered on the same population.1 

The second step involves ‘mapping’ or cross-walking’ the PROM data onto either the 

index score or the classification system of the target PBM using statistical techniques. 

The next step involves validation of the mapped algorithm by applying the regression 

results to a second dataset (known as the prediction dataset) to examine the predictive 

ability of the mapping equation. Finally, the validated algorithm can be applied to the 

trial or observational study to estimate health utilities for the target PBM on an aggregate 

or individual level from the PROM collected in that study.2  

2.3  STATISTICAL METHODS FOR MAPPING 

A number of statistical models can be used to estimate mapping algorithms, with the 

literature on mapping using different methods growing every year.25 Regression based 

models have been most extensively used and recommended by HTA bodies such as 

NICE.2,26 The ISPOR task force on mapping also recommends use of regression based 

methods in estimation of the mapping functions.3 The choice of model depends on the 

measures involved, the distribution of the dependent variable, the relationship between 

the dependent and explanatory variables, any interactions between the variables and the 

evidence available in the dataset used.25 Distribution plots of the dependent variable are 

particularly useful in determining the model specification. Figure 1 summarizes the 

distribution of EQ-5D utilities for different disease areas using UK tariffs. It can be 
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observed that utility measures tend to exhibit varied non-normal distributional 

characteristics. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of EQ5D utilities for different disease areas using UK tariffs 
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Evidence suggests that these distributional features can result in a systematic bias when 

linear regression methods are used to estimate EQ-5D utilities. Model specifications such 

as Tobit, two-part models, and censored least absolute deviations (CLAD) have been 

used to account for the non-normal distribution of the dependent variable. However, these 

methods still underestimate health utility associated with milder health states and 

overestimate health utilities with severe health states.3 Limited dependent variable 

mixture models and beta-based regression method are some of the other approaches 

whose performance is supported by empirical evidence. Indirect methods that involve a 

two-step procedure have been used and show demonstrated improvements over standard 

methods in some settings. Table 1 summarizes the several model specifications used in 

the mapping literature.26 The selection of the final model (mapping algorithm) depends 

on its performance relative to competing model specifications. Information such as 

predictive ability (measured as mean error, root mean square error, or mean absolute 

error), goodness of fit, information criteria, and whether the regression model 

assumptions are met should be reported.25 Table 2 summarizes the important regression 

statistics for mapping. R2 values range from 0 to 1, where 0 means 0% of the variance of 

the dependent variable can be explained by the independent variables and 1 means 100% 

of the variance is explained by the model. When the observed mean is the same as the 

expected mean, then we can assume that there is no error. Thus, the predictive power of 

the mapping algorithm is considered better with smaller mean absolute error (MAE) and 

root mean square error (RMSE) values. 
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Table 1: Overview of Mapping Functions 
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Table 2: Overview of standard statistics used in mapping 

Model fit  
R2 

 

 

 

Adjusted R2 

 

 

 

 

AIC 

 

 

 

 

 

Errors 

 

 

 

 

 

Correlation 

R2 describes the proportion of the variation in the dependent variable explained by 

the explanatory variables (not recommended for comparisons across models 

estimated on the same data as the statistic can vary according to the number of 

explanatory variables) 

 

Adjusted R2 describes the proportion of the variation in the dependent variable 

explained by the explanatory variables and adjusts this for the number of explanatory 

variables included in the model (enabling comparisons across models estimated on 

the same data with different explanatory variables included) 

 

Akaike information criteria (AIC) is a measure of the quality of a regression model 

within a dataset, where a lower value indicates a better model BIC Bayesian 

(Schwarz) information criteria is a measure of the quality of a regression model 

within a dataset, where a lower value indicates a better model, and this incorporates a 

penalty for the inclusion of a larger number of explanatory variables 

The difference in observed and predicted values. Provide an indication of predictive 

ability but mean errors can mask systematic errors, e.g. across the distribution. 

Typically Mean absolute error (MAE) and/ or Root mean squared error (RMSE) are 

reported and further reported for subsets of the data e.g. according to disease 

severity, range of the explanatory variable(s) or range of the dependent variable 

 

Examines the association between dependent and explanatory variables to determine 

overlap 
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Table 3 provides a conceptual summary of the alternative specifications of mapping 

functions using regression based approaches. Model (1) is the simplest additive model, 

which regresses the target measure (such as the EQ-5D) onto the total score of the 

starting measure (such as EPIC). This specification is also the most limiting since it 

assumes that the dimensions of the starting measure are equally important, all items carry 

equal weight, and response choices to each item lie on a similar interval scale. So, for 

example, the intervals between ‘all of the time’, ‘most of the time’, ‘some of the time’, ‘a 

little of the time’ and ‘none of the time’ are considered equal. These assumptions can be 

relaxed by modelling either dimension scores (model 2), item scores (model 3), or item 

responses (model 4) as independent variables. For these models, dimension and item 

scores will be treated as continuous variables and item responses are modelled as discrete 

dummy variables (e.g. ‘all the time’ is one, otherwise zero, and so forth). Using item 

responses can, however, result in a large number of independent variables (over 100 for 

SF-36) and so it may be useful to be selective in the items included in the model. In this 

case, items can be excluded for having coefficients that are non-significant or counter-

intuitive in their sign prior to estimating a model with item responses (model 4). The 

assumptions of a simple additive model can be relaxed by including squared terms for 

dimension or item scores and interaction terms. Again these can generate a large number 

of variables and so researchers may also limit them to variables with significant main 

effects, at least for the item level models. A more complex approach to modelling the 

relationship would be to estimate separate models for each dimension of the target 

instrument (such as the 5 EQ-5D dimensions; i.e. models 5 and 6). For the EQ-5D, this 

creates a dependent variable that can be treated as continuous (model 5), but is more 
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accurately treated as a discrete variable (model 6). These can be estimated by using any 

of the previous four specifications. 
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Table 3: Alternative Specifications of Mapping Algorithms 

Model Dependent 

Variable 

Discrete 

(D) or 

continuous 

(C) 

Independent variables 

Main effects Discrete (D) 

or continuous 

(C) 

Interactions Other 

measures 

1 Index C Overall score C - For any 

model: 

squared terms, 

other health 

measures, 

clinical 

measures, 

demographics 

2 Index C Dimension 

scores 

C Dimensions 

3 Index C Item scores C Items 

4 Index C Item responses D Item level 

5 Dimension 

level 

C Models 1-4 C/D Models 1-4 

6 Dimension 

level 

D Models 1-4 C/D Models 1-4 
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Despite the several model specifications that can be tested for their predictive ability, 

regression methods have certain limitations such as having predictive values outside the 

observable range of the target PBM, ceiling/ flooring effects, and assignment to health 

states not defined in the target PBM.6 Regression based models have been criticized for 

being ill-suited for mapping profile-based measures to preference-based measures due to 

regression to the mean. Novel methods that improve upon or address limitations of 

regression based methods have been proposed in the recent years. Fayers et al. suggest 

use of linking strategies such as simple linear equating, equipercentile equating, or item-

response theory (IRT) methodology as alternatives. Whereas regression-based models 

seek to predict the most likely true preference based score using the profile-based score, 

linking seeks to find the preference-based score that is equivalent to the profile-based 

score by aligning the score distributions of the two scales. A study by Le and Doctor used 

Bayesian models (known as probabilistic mapping) to map health profile from a PROM 

to a PBM, and found it to be superior to standard regression methods. 

2.4  MAPPING EPIC TO EQ5D 

HTA appraisals in PC rely on health utilities collected from trials/ observational data that 

are included in these assessments. However, not all the trials/ real world data collect 

information on health utilities, making it difficult to incorporate this evidence in these 

evaluations. EPIC is a routinely collected PROM for PC in many clinical trials/ clinical 

practice, which it is an ideal candidate for mapping to EQ-5D utilities, such that these 

utilities can inform future economic evaluations. Mapping provides a clear advantage 

over utilities sourced from the literature in that they are representative of the population 

studied, and capture the whole range of health utilities corresponding to the HRQOL 
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measured by the PROM that is being mapped. The primary aim of this study is to develop 

a set of mapping algorithms that capture the relationship between EQ-5D utilities and 

HRQOL measured by EPIC questionnaire. Specifically, the study aims are to estimate 

mapping functions for EPIC in a cross-sectional setting as well as in a longitudinal setting 

using regression based approaches recommended by NICE and ISPOR. Mapping 

algorithms are developed separately without any patient covariates, with demographic 

characteristics, and with both demographic and clinical characteristics, so that these 

algorithms can be used based on the availability of the data. This study also examines the 

longitudinal predictive ability of mapping algorithms obtained from baseline data in post-

intervention data. Finally, the factors associated with prediction errors generated by the 

mapping algorithms in post-intervention data are explored. 

2.5 INNOVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

This is the first study to comprehensively assess the relationship between EQ-5D 

utilities and HRQOL measured by EPIC. In practice, some data sources may have EPIC 

data collected only in one time point. The mapping functions estimated in a cross-

sectional setting can be used for health utility estimation in such scenarios. Where EPIC 

data is collected at multiple time points, the mapping functions incorporating longitudinal 

data can be used. Moreover, this study estimates separate mapping functions with no 

covariates, with patient demographics, and finally, with both clinical and demographic 

data. This will expand the usability of these functions in a variety of scenarios, depending 

on the type of data available. This is also this first study to examine the effect of the type 

of data source used for estimation of mapping algorithms (cross-sectional vs. longitudinal 

data) on its predictive ability. Furthermore, this study investigates if the mapping 
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algorithm is sensitive to the treatment effect on HRQoL and health utilities. In summary, 

the results from this study will enable incorporating evidence from trials/ observational 

studies that collect HRQOL data using EPIC, in future economic evaluations and 

comparative-effectiveness research of prostate cancer treatments. 
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CHAPTER II: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3. MATERIALS 

3.1  DATA SOURCE 

The data for this study came from a previously published international multicenter, open-

label randomized clinical trial (RCT) of patients with low-risk prostate cancer (PC), 

conducted by the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG).7,27 This population of 

patients is growing, as PSA screening continues and men with advanced tumors have 

already been identified.27,28 External beam radiation therapy (EBRT) is commonly used 

in treatment of localized PC. Conventional schedules use 1.8 to 2 GY per treatment, 

administered 5 days/ week for 8 to 9 weeks (40-45 treatments), for total doses that range 

from 70 Gy to 81 Gy. However, the optimal radiation schedule for the curative treatment 

of PC is still unknown. Prior research has suggested that hypofractionation (fewer 

treatments but at a higher does per treatment) may increase the biologic effective dose 

and improve patient outcomes. The RTOG 0415 trial is a non-inferiority trial to 

determine whether the efficacy of a hypo-fractionated treatment schedule was not worse 

than a conventional schedule in men with low-risk PC.  

3.1 PATIENT POPULATION 

The trial population included men age >18 years with prostate adenocarcinoma who met 

the following criteria: a clinical classification of T1b to T2c (according to American Joint 

Committee on Cancer staging system, 6th edition), a Gleason score of 2-6, and a prostate-

specific antigen (PSA) <10. Additionally, inclusion in the trial required no nodal or 

distant metastatic disease, Zubrod performance status <2, and no prior bilateral 
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orchiectomy, chemotherapy, RT, cryosurgery, or definitive surgery for prostate cancer. 

Patients with another invasive cancer, other than localized basal or squamous cell skin 

carcinoma, were not eligible unless continually free of that cancer for a minimum of 5 

years. Before study entry, evaluation required history and physical examination, 

including digital rectal examination, and a serum PSA within 180 days before 

registration. Androgen suppression was not allowed other than as a salvage therapy in the 

case of prostate cancer recurrence. 

3.3  VARIABLES 

The variables from the RCT that were extracted for the mapping study include 

demographic information such as age, race, and ethnicity, clinical variables such as 

baseline PSA level, Gleason score, Zubrod performance status (see table 4 for detailed 

description), and radiation modality (conventional vs. hypofractionation schedule for 

IMRT or 3D-CRT), adverse events (toxicities), and patient responses to EPIC and EQ-5D 

questionnaires at baseline, 6 months, 12 months, and 24 months (see Table 4). 
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Table 4: Variables available the randomized clinical trial (RTOG 0415) 

Table 4: Continued 

Sr. 

No. 

Name Type Code Description 

2 Race Demographic 1 – Not reported 

2 – American Indian or Alaska 

Native 

3 – Native Hawaiian or other 

Pacific Islander 

4 – Unknown 

5 – Asian 

6 – White 

7 – Black or African American 

Patient 

Race 

Category 

3 Ethnicity Demographic 1 – Hispanic or Latino 

2 – Not Hispanic or Latino 

3 – Not Reported 

4 – Unknown  

Patient 

Ethnic 

Group 

Category 

8 Age Baseline 

Evaluation 

In years Age in 

Years 

9 Zubrod 

Performance 

Status 

Baseline 

Evaluation 

0- Fully active, able to carry 

on all predisease activities 

without restriction 

1- Restricted in physically 

strenuous activity but 

ambulatory and able to 

carry work of a light or 

sedentary nature. For 

example, light housework, 

office work 

2- Ambulatory and capable of 

all self-care but unable to 

carry out any work 

activities. Up and about 

more than 50% of waking 

hours 

3- Capable of only limited 

self-care, confined to bed 

or chair 50% or more of 

waking hours 

4- Completely disabled. 

Cannot carry on self-care. 

Totally confined to bed or 

5- Death 
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Table 4: Continued 

14 Gleason 

Score 

Baseline 

Evaluation 

2 – 4  

5 – 6  

 

15 Clinical 

Stage 

Baseline 

Evaluation 

1 – T1b 

2 – T1c 

3 – T2 

4 – T2a 

5 – T2b 

6 – T2c 

 

16 PSA Baseline 

Evaluation 

n/mg Baseline 

PSA level 

17  Adverse 

Events 

evaluation 

1 – Grade 2+ GI toxicity 

2 – Grade 2+ GU toxicity 

3 – Erectile Dysfunction 

 

18 EPIC HRQoL 50 items, domain scores, sub-

domain scores, total scores, 

standardized scores 

 

19 EQ-5D Health 

Utility 

5 items, scores on individual 

items, combination of scores on all 

items, and health utilities 

corresponding to each 

combination 
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3.4 INSTRUMENTS 

3.4.1 EUROQOL-5D (EQ5D) 

The EQ-5D questionnaire is a generic PBM developed by the EuroQoL group as a 

measure of health-related quality of life that can be used in a wide range of health 

conditions and treatments. It is recommended by NICE for use in economic evaluations 

(Table 5).2,26 It asks respondents to describe their health in five domains (mobility, self-

care, usual activities, pain/ discomfort, and anxiety/ depression), each of which can be at 

one of three severity levels (no problems/ some or moderate problems/ extreme 

problems). 

An EQ-5D health state is the set of responses to the 5 dimensions of EQ-5D, as 

completed by a patient or respondent. Each dimension has three levels of responses: 1 

represents no problem with that dimension, 2 represents moderate problem with that 

dimension, and 3 represents severe problem with that dimension. For instance, a fairly 

healthy person may have an EQ-5D health state of 12111, which represents moderate 

problems with self-care and no problems with the other 4 domains. Two hundred forty 

three combinations can be described in this way (35 combinations). Additionally, a health 

state corresponding to unconsciousness and immediate death are also included in the 

valuation process but are not part of the descriptive system. A score can be assigned to 

each of these health states on the basis of the analysis of preference data obtained from 

members of the general public for a given country. This score is known as a tariff which 

represents the patient’s preference for a given health state. The EQ-5D tariffs for our 

study will be obtained using the US valuation of EQ-5D health states performed by Shaw 

et al. in a sample of 4,048 civilian noninstitutionalized English- and Spanish-speaking 
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adults, aged 18 and older, who resided in the United States (50 states plus the District of 

Columbia) in 2002. Table 6 provided the health preference weights (tariffs) for each of 

these 243 EQ-5D health states.29,30 The health utilities can range from 1 (perfect health) 

to -0.109 (worst health).30  

3.4.2 EXPANDED PROSTATE CANCER INDEX COMPOSITE (EPIC) 

The Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) is a comprehensive 

instrument designed to evaluate patient function and bother after prostate cancer 

treatment.21 EPIC has been validated in men with localized prostate cancer who 

underwent surgery, external beam radiation, or brachytherapy with or without the use of 

hormonal adjuvants. EPIC is sensitive to specific HRQOL effects of these therapies and 

to HRQOL effects of cancer progression.31,32 EPIC assesses the disease-specific aspects 

of prostate cancer and its therapies and comprises four summary domains (Urinary, 

Bowel, Sexual and Hormonal). Factor analysis supports dividing the Urinary Domain 

Summary Score into two distinct Incontinence and Irritative/Obstructive subscales.21 In 

addition, each Domain Summary Score has measurable Function Subscale and Bother 

Subscale components. Response options for each EPIC item form a Likert scale and 

multi-item scale scores are transformed linearly to a 0-100 scale, with higher scores 

representing better HRQOL (see Figure 2).21  
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Table 5: EuroQoL 5 Dimensions (EQ-5D-3L) Questionnaire (US English Sample Version) 

By placing a tick in one box in each group, please indicate which statements best 

describe your health today 

 

Mobility 

I have no problems in walking about 

I have some problems in walking about 

I am confined to bed 

 

� 
� 
� 

Self-Care 

I have no problems with self-care 

I have no problems washing or dressing myself 

I am unable to wash or dress myself 

 

� 
� 
� 

Usual Activities (e.g. work, study, housework, family or leisure activities) 

I have no problems with performing my usual activities 

I have some problems with performing my usual activities 

I am unable to perform my usual activities 

 

� 
� 
� 

Pain/ Discomfort 

I have no pain or discomfort 

I have moderate pain or discomfort 

I have extreme pain or discomfort 

 

� 
� 
� 

Anxiety/ Depression 

I am not anxious or depressed 

I am moderately anxious or depressed 

I am extremely anxious or depressed 

 

� 
� 
� 
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Table 6: US Population-Based Predicted Preference Weights and Standard Errors for 243 

EQ-5D health States 
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Source: Shaw WH et al. 
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Figure 2: Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) Questionnaire 
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METHODS 

4.1  COHORT SELECTION 

The source population consists of 1115 patients with PC undergoing 3DCRT/ IMRT, of 

which 1092 were analyzable in the RCT. A total of 962 patients consented to provide 

information on QOL. Completeness of EPIC for the purposes of the RCT analysis was 

defined as availability of at least one domain score. In the mapping study, completeness 

would require availability of all domain scores for EPIC and data on all 5 dimensions of 

EQ-5D. All complete cases were included in the analysis. An exploratory analysis to 

determine differences between responders and non-responders was conducted. A 70% 

random sample was extracted from the responders (complete cases) to create the 

estimation dataset. The remainder 30% sample or a boot-strapped sample from the entire 

eligible patient cohort was used as validation dataset to predict the performance of the 

estimated mapping functions. External validation was performed using post-intervention 

data from 12-month follow-up period. 

4.2  STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PLAN 

4.2.1  AIM 1 

This study aim will utilize baseline data (pre-treatment) on EPIC and EQ5D. The estimation 

cohort will be comprised of a 70% random sample of patients responding at baseline. Baseline 

patient characteristics such as age, race and ethnicity, PSA value, Zubrod performance 

status, and type of treatment will also be extracted in the study sample. The utility values 

for EQ-5D health states will be derived using US-specific EQ-5D value set (see Table 6). 

Baseline demographic characteristics and summary statistics for EPIC and EQ5D index 
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will be reported. Conceptual overlap between EPIC and EQ5D will be examined using 

Pearson’s correlations.  

A battery of model specifications listed in Tables 1 and 3 will be tested.33–36 An OLS 

regression model will be employed to derive a preliminary mapping function. As OLS is 

known to be sensitive to ceiling and floor effects and to non-normal data, GLM models 

will be tested as well. GLM with log link and gamma family distribution to predict EQ-

5D disutility allows for skewed distribution of utility values and prevents prediction of 

utilities >1. Additionally, a Tobit model (censored regression model), which is designed 

to estimate linear relationships between variables when there is either left censoring or 

right censoring in the dependent variable, will be tested. Apart from the pre-specified 

model specifications, reduced models will be estimated using stepwise selection method. 

K-fold cross-validation will be employed to estimate the model. This process will ensure 

that each observation is used both for estimation as well as internal validation of the 

estimated algorithms. 

A prediction model usually performs better with the data that were used in its 

development, therefore making it necessary to test its performance in an external dataset. 

External validation in a different dataset will not be conducted due to unavailability of 

data. In absence of a different dataset, the remainder 30% sample will be used for 

external validation. As the objective of this study is to predict EQ-5D utilities for a given 

EPIC health profile, and not to explain the relationship between the two instruments, 

explanatory power (R2) is not the most important indicator. Instead, the difference 

between the predicted and reported utilities at individual level will be calculated using 
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root mean squared error (RMSE). The smaller the RMSE value, the better the predictive 

ability of the model. 

4.2.2 AIM 2 

For this aim, baseline (pre-treatment) data as well as follow-up (post-treatment) data on 

EPIC and EQ-5D collected at 6-, 12, and 24-months, will be used. The estimation cohort 

will be comprised of a 70% random sample of patients responding at baseline as well as 

3-, 6-, and 12-month follow-up. Baseline patient characteristics such as age, race and 

ethnicity, Gleason score, PSA value, Zubrod performance status, and type of treatment 

will also be extracted in the study sample. Baseline patient characteristics and summary 

statistics for EPIC and EQ5D scores at each study time-point will be reported. The best 

performing model specifications and functional form from study aim 1 will be utilized to estimate 

the mapping algorithms for this study aim. Mapping algorithms will be estimated in the 

estimation cohort using baseline data as well as pooled data from all assessments. Additionally 

models for longitudinal data will also be tested. Predictive performance of the models will be 

evaluated in the 30% external validation cohort. 

4.2.3 AIM 3 

This study aim will utilize data from baseline as well as all subsequent assessment periods from 

the 70% estimation cohort. Baseline data will be used to estimate the mapping algorithms using 

5-fold cross-validation. As this exercise is already done in study aims 1 and 2, only the best-

performing models from aim 1 will be estimated. Their predictive performance will be tested in 

data from subsequent assessment periods. The difference between predicted and observed utilities 

will be measured using paired sample t-tests; mean differences in predicted and observed utilities 

will be reported. To identify factors associated with the prediction errors, absolute prediction 
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error will be modelled as a function of baseline covariates, EPIC domain/ subdomain scores, as 

well as observed and predicted EQ5D utilities. 
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CHAPTER III: STUDY AIMS 
 

4. AIM 1 

Mapping Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite to EQ5D Utility Weights to 

Inform Economic Evaluations in Prostate Cancer: Secondary Analysis of 

NRG/RTOG 0415 

5.1  ABSTRACT 

OBJECTIVES: To develop a mapping algorithm to obtain EuroQoL-5D-3L (EQ5D) 

health utilities from Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) questionnaire. 

METHODS: This mapping study utilized baseline data from an international, 

multicenter, randomized controlled trial (NCT00331773) of patients with low-risk 

prostate cancer. Patient health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL) data were collected using 

EPIC and health utilities were obtained using EQ5D. Data were divided into an 

estimation sample (n=765, 70%) and a validation sample (n=327, 30%). The relationship 

between the instruments was estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS), Tobit, and 

two-part models. Five-fold cross-validation (in-sample) was used to compare the 

predictive performance of the estimated models. Final models were selected based on 

root mean square error (RMSE). 

RESULTS: A total of 565 patients in the estimation sample had complete information on 

both EPIC and EQ5D questionnaires at baseline. Mean observed EQ5D utility was 

0.90±0.13 (range: 0.28-1) with 55% of patients in full health. Low to moderate 

correlations were found between EQ5D utility and urinary (r=0.38), bowel (r=0.34) and 

hormonal (r=0.55) domains of EPIC; sexual domain was weakly correlated (r=0.18) with 
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EQ5D utility.  OLS models outperformed their counterpart models for all pre-determined 

model specifications. The best model fit was: “EQ5D utility = 0.248541 + 

0.000748*(Urinary Function) + 0.001134*(Urinary Bother) + 0.000968*(Hormonal 

Function) + 0.004404*(Hormonal Bother) – 0.376487*(Zubrod) + 0.003562*(Urinary 

Function*Zubrod)”; RMSE was 0.10462. 

CONCLUSIONS: This study identified mapping algorithms to generate EQ5D utilities 

from EPIC domain or sub-domain scores. The study results will help estimate quality-

adjusted life-years in future economic evaluations. 
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5.2  INTRODUCTION 

Treatment of localized prostate cancer (PC) continues to be a major focus of public health 

policy debate.31,32 Patients can choose from a wide range of management options, ranging 

from radical prostatectomy, radiation therapy, or active surveillance.31,32 The survival 

rates following each of these different management options are not significantly different, 

making treatment choices based on cost-effectiveness and health-related quality-of-life 

(HRQoL) gains an important consideration.8,21 

Economic evaluations of health interventions often rely on inputs from key clinical trials 

to obtain estimates of costs and HRQoL in terms of quality-adjusted life years 

(QALYs).37 However, these trials do not always include preference-based measures 

(PBMs) that can be used to obtain health utilities in order to produce QALY estimates.1,37 

Instead, they include one or more patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), which 

do not directly permit estimation of QALYs. Utility mapping can help link the outcomes 

from different measures of health (e.g. PROMs) to health utility values.2,3,26,37 Although 

clinical trials have now been incorporating health utility estimation in their design, 

studies conducted in the past remain part of the evidence base as comparators for the 

evaluation of new technologies and have not always included PBMs; mapping allows the 

use of such evidence in these evaluations.7,38–40  

The Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) questionnaire is a widely used 

disease-specific instrument, used to assess HRQoL of patients with PC in clinical trials 

and practice settings.21,41 It measures a broad spectrum of urinary, bowel, sexual, and 

hormonal symptoms, and provides a comprehensive assessment of HRQoL issues 
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important in management of PC. It is sensitive to changes in HRQoL due to treatments as 

well as cancer progression.42 However, it does not generate health utilities.  

Previous economic evaluations on cost-effectiveness of PC treatments have used utility 

measures obtained from published literature.9,10,43,44 The optimal strategy in these cost-

effectiveness analyses (CEAs) was sensitive to the utility values attached to health states 

captured in the trials informing them, underscoring the need for reliable and valid 

utilities.45 The published utilities represent limited health states such as clinician scored 

toxicities, which are often the primary end points in clinical trials comparing PC 

radiotherapy modalities. While important, they may not adequately capture the overall 

effect of the intervention on the patient’s experience.9,10,44  

In addition to the clinician-scored toxicities, trials comparing PC treatments also include 

PROMs such as EPIC, which capture the HRQoL effects of treatments. PROMs provide 

a more comprehensive assessment of the patient’s experience. Moreover, discrepancies 

exist between the two measures, as patient toxicities are often underreported when scored 

by clinicians.  Mapping EPIC to a PBM can bridge this important gap and provide utility 

values for the range of scores on the EPIC questionnaire, which can then inform the 

economic evaluations in this disease area.46  The objective of this study is to map EPIC to 

EuroQoL-5D-3L (EQ5D), a widely used generic preference based measure of health 

utilities.  

5.3  METHODS 

This mapping study followed methodological guidance issued by National Institute for 

Health and Care Excellence (NICE), and reporting standards guidance outlined in the 
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2015 MAPS (MApping onto Preference-based measures reporting Standards) statement 

and 2017 International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) 

Task Force Report.2,3,26,47 A battery of regression model specifications were tested to 

identify a set of mapping algorithms with and without demographic and clinical 

covariates. 

5.3.1  DATA SOURCE 

The data for this study came from a previously published international multicenter, open-

label randomized clinical trial of patients with low-risk PC, conducted by the NRG 

Oncology.7 The NRG/RTOG 0415 trial was a non-inferiority trial to determine whether 

the efficacy of a hypo-fractionated treatment schedule was not worse than a conventional 

schedule in men with low-risk PC. The trial analyzable population included 1,092 men 

age >18 years with prostate adenocarcinoma who met the following criteria: a clinical 

classification of T1b to T2c (according to the Pan American Joint Committee on Cancer 

staging system, 6th edition), a Gleason score of 2-6, and a prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 

<10. Patients with nodal or distant metastatic disease, Zubrod performance status ≥2, and 

prior bilateral orchiectomy, chemotherapy, RT, cryosurgery, or definitive surgery for PC 

were excluded from the study. Only patients who consented to provide HRQoL 

information were considered for this analysis. 

5.3.2  SAMPLE SELECTION 

The study sample consisted of patients who had complete information on both EPIC and 

EQ5D at baseline. A 70% random sample was extracted from the 1,092 patients who 

consented to provide HRQoL data to create the estimation (internal validation) cohort and 

the remainder 30% sample was used as a validation (external validation) cohort, to 
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predict the performance of the estimated mapping algorithms. In addition to the HRQoL 

data, demographic characteristics such as age and race, and clinical covariates such as 

Zubrod performance status and baseline PSA levels were also extracted from the trial 

data.  

5.3.3  OUTCOME MEASURES 

5.3.3.1  EUROQOL-5D-3L (EQ5D) 

The EQ5D questionnaire is a generic PBM developed by the EuroQoL group as a 

measure of HRQoL that can be used in a wide range of health conditions and treatments. 

It is recommended by NICE for use in economic evaluations and asks respondents to 

describe their health in five dimensions (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/ 

discomfort, and anxiety/ depression), each of which can be at one of three severity levels 

(1: no problems/ 2: some or moderate problems/ 3: extreme problems).2,26 For instance, a 

fairly healthy person may have an EQ5D health state of 12111, which represents 

moderate problems with self-care and no problems with the other 4 domains. Two 

hundred forty three combinations can be described in this way (35 combinations). 

Additionally, a health state corresponding to unconsciousness and immediate death are 

also included in the valuation process but are not part of the descriptive system.48 A score 

can be assigned to each of these health states on the basis of the analysis of preference 

data obtained from members of the general public for a given country. This score is 

known as a tariff which represents the patient’s preference for a given health state. The 

EQ5D tariffs for this study were obtained using the US valuation of EQ5D health states 

performed by Shaw et al. in a sample of 4,048 civilian non-institutionalized English- and 

Spanish-speaking adults, aged 18 and older, who resided in the United States (50 states 
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plus the District of Columbia) in 2002.49,50 The health utilities can range from 1 (perfect 

health) to -0.109 (worst health).50 In addition to the descriptive system, EQ5D 

questionnaire includes a visual analogue scale (VAS), which measures the respondent’s 

self-rated health on a scale of 0-100, with a higher score representing higher HRQoL. 

This study focuses on mapping utilities obtained from the EQ-5D descriptive system. 

5.5.3.2  EXPANDED PROSTATE CANCER INDEX COMPOSITE (EPIC) 

The EPIC is a comprehensive instrument designed to evaluate patient function and bother 

after PC treatment.21 EPIC has been validated in men with localized PC who underwent 

surgery, external beam radiation, or brachytherapy with or without the use of hormonal 

adjuvants. EPIC is sensitive to specific HRQoL effects of these therapies and to HRQoL 

effects of cancer progression.21,42 EPIC assesses the disease-specific aspects of PC and its 

therapies and is comprised of four summary domains (Urinary, Bowel, Sexual and 

Hormonal). Factor analysis supports dividing the Urinary Domain Summary Score into 

two distinct Incontinence and Irritative/Obstructive subscales.21 In addition, each Domain 

Summary Score has measurable Function Subscale and Bother Subscale components. 

Response options for each EPIC item form a Likert scale and multi-item scale scores are 

transformed linearly to a 0-100 scale, with higher scores representing better HRQOL.21  

5.3.4  CONCEPTUAL OVERLAP 

Mapping aims to capture the relationship between the source PROM and the target PBM 

to estimate health utilities. In the absence of a conceptual overlap between EPIC and 

EQ5D, the resulting mapping algorithm is unlikely to capture the true relationship 

between the two measures.3,51 As the psychometric properties of both of these 

instruments are validated in patients with PC, and both instruments are sensitive to the 
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effect of treatment and disease progression on patient’s HRQoL, some degree of overlap 

in content was anticipated.52 Pearson’s correlation coefficients were used to determine the 

degree of conceptual overlap between EPIC domain and sub-domain scores and EQ5D 

index score. 

5.3.5  MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Regression-based methods are used most extensively to estimate mapping algorithms, 

and are recommended by health technology assessment (HTA) bodies such as NICE.2,3,26 

The choice of a mapping model depends on several factors such as the measures 

involved, the distribution of the dependent variable, the relationship between the 

dependent and explanatory variables, any interactions between them, and finally, the 

level of additional evidence available in the estimation dataset (covariates). 

A distribution plot of the dependent variable is used in determining the model 

specification. EQ5D index is known to have a bi-modal or tri-modal distribution with a 

peak at full health, and two possible distinct peaks for moderate states and severe states 

respectively, depending on the severity of the disease area.53 The study sample consisted 

of patients with low-risk PC; therefore, a bimodal distribution of EQ5D index scores was 

anticipated. EQ5D can be modeled as an index score (direct mapping) or separate 

regression models can be run for each EQ5D dimensions with 3 levels and an index score 

can be computed from these estimates as a second step (indirect or response mapping). 

Response mapping could not be explored as there were not enough responses on each 

severity level of the 5 dimensions of EQ5D. Consequentially, only direct mapping 

methods were employed in this study to identify the best fit models.  
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Linear regression is the most common approach to derive mapping function; however, it 

performs best when the dependent variable is normally distributed. To account for the 

bimodal distribution of EQ5D, other functional forms were also explored. Specifically, 

Tobit and two-part models were estimated to account for a significant proportion of 

patients in full health. The Tobit model assumes that the EQ5D utility data is censored at 

1 and that the true value has a normal distribution whose mean is given by a linear 

combination of the covariates. Two-part models assume that the true maximum for 

utilities is 1 and that the data is distributed non-normally. Specifically, two-part models 

model the probability of being in full health, and then model the remainder of the 

distribution using a regression model.54  

For each of the functional forms, multiple model specifications were estimated (Table 7). 

Separate sets of models with EPIC domains (group 1), EPIC sub-domains (group 2), 

EPIC domains with demographic characteristics (group 3), EPIC sub-domains with 

demographic characteristics (group 4), EPIC domains with demographic characteristics 

and clinical covariates (group 5), and finally, EPIC sub-domains with demographic 

characteristics and clinical covariates (group 6) were chosen to accommodate different 

possible combinations of variables in EPIC datasets available to researchers. Higher order 

polynomials for domain scores, subdomain scores, and age were explored to examine 

non-linear relationships; interaction terms for race and Zubrod performance status were 

also explored. No further covariates were explored in an effort to be able to use the 

mapping algorithms in a wide range of datasets. Along with the full models specified in 

Table 7, reduced models were also estimated using stepwise selection (significance level 
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of 0.25 required for entry and to remain in the model) in order to identify parsimonious 

models with high predictive ability. 
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Table 7: Model Specifications (Table & Continued) 

Table 7: Continued 

Group Available 

Data 

Model 

ID 

Explanatory Variables 

1 EPIC 

Domains 

1a U, B S, H 

1b U, B S, H, U2, B2, S2, H2 

1c U, B S, H, U2, B2, S2, H2, U3, B3, S3, H3 

2 EPIC Sub-

Domains  

2a UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC 

2b UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2 

2c UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2, 

UB3, BB3, SB3, HB3, UF3, BF3, SF3, HF3, UI3, UIC3 

3 EPIC 

Domains, 

Age, Race  

3a U, B S, H, Age, Race 

3b U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Race 

3c U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Age3, Race 

3d U, B S, H, Age, Race, U* Race, B* Race, S* Race, 

H* Race 

3e U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Race, U* Race, B* Race, S* 

Race, H* Race 

3f U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Age3, Race, U* Race, B* 

Race, S* Race, H* Race 

4 EPIC Sub-

Domains, 

Age, Race 

4a UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Race 

4b UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Age2, Race 

4c UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Age2, Age3, Race 

4d UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * Race, HB * 

Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * Race, HF * 

Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race 

4e UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC,  Age, 

Age2, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * Race, HB 

* Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * Race, HF * 

Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race 

4f UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC,  Age, 

Age2, Age3, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * 
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Table 7: Continued 

Group Available 

Data 

Model 

ID 

Explanatory Variables 

Race, HB * Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * 

Race, HF * Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race 

4g UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2, 

Age, Race 

4h UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2, 

Age, Age2, Race 

4i UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2, 

Age, Age2, Age3, Race 

4j UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2, 

Age, Race 

4k UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2, 

UB3, BB3, SB3, HB3, UF3, BF3, SF3, HF3, UI3, 

UIC3, Age, Age2, Race 

4l UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, UB2, 

BB2, SB2, HB2, UF2, BF2, SF2, HF2, UI2, UIC2, 

UB3, BB3, SB3, HB3, UF3, BF3, SF3, HF3, UI3, 

UIC3, Age, Age2, Age3, Race 

5 EPIC 

Domains, 

Age, Race,  

Zubrod, PSA 

5a U, B S, H, Age, Race, Zubrod, PSA 

5b U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Race, Zubrod, PSA 

5c U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Age3, Race, Zubrod, PSA 

5d U, B S, H, Age, Race, U* Race, B* Race, S* Race, 

H* Race, Zubrod, PSA 

5e U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Race, U* Race, B* Race, S* 

Race, H* Race, Zubrod, PSA 

5f U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Age3, Race, U* Race, B* 

Race, S* Race, H* Race, Zubrod, PSA 

5g U, B, S, H, Age, Race, Zubrod, U* Zubrod, B* 

Zubrod, S* Zubrod, H* Zubrod, PSA 

5h U, B, S, H, Age, Age2, Race, Zubrod, U* Zubrod, 

B* Zubrod, S* Zubrod, H* Zubrod, PSA 

5i U, B, S, H, Age, Age2, Age3, Race, Zubrod, U* 

Zubrod, B* Zubrod, S* Zubrod, H* Zubrod, PSA 
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Table 7: Continued 

Group Available 

Data 

Model 

ID 

Explanatory Variables 

5j U, B S, H, Age, Race, U* Race, B* Race, S* Race, 

H* Race, Zubrod, U* Zubrod, B* Zubrod, S* 

Zubrod, H* Zubrod, PSA 

5k U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Race, U* Race, B* Race, S* 

Race, H* Race, Zubrod, U* Zubrod, B* Zubrod, S* 

Zubrod, H* Zubrod, PSA 

5l U, B S, H, Age, Age2, Age3, Race, U* Race, B* 

Race, S* Race, H* Race, Zubrod, U* Zubrod, B* 

Zubrod, S* Zubrod, H* Zubrod, PSA 

6 EPIC Sub-

Domains, 

Age, Race, 

Zubrod, PSA 

6a UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Race, Zubrod, PSA 

6b UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Age2, Race, Zubrod, PSA 

6c UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Age2, Age3, Race, Zubrod, PSA 

6d UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Race, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * Race, HB 

* Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * Race, HF * 

Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race, Zubrod, PSA 

6e UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC,  Age, 

Age2, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * Race, HB 

* Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * Race, HF * 

Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race, Zubrod, PSA 

6f UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC,  Age, 

Age2, Age3, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * 

Race, HB * Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * 

Race, HF * Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race, Zubrod, 

PSA 

6g UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Race, Zubrod, UB* Zubrod, BB* Zubrod, SB* 

Zubrod, HB* Zubrod, UF* Zubrod, BF* Zubrod, 

SF* Zubrod, HF* Zubrod, UI* Zubrod, UIC* 

Zubrod, PSA 

6h UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Age2, Race, Zubrod, UB* Zubrod, BB* Zubrod, 

SB* Zubrod, HB* Zubrod, UF* Zubrod, BF* 
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Table 7: Continued 

Group Available 

Data 

Model 

ID 

Explanatory Variables 

Zubrod, SF* Zubrod, HF* Zubrod, UI* Zubrod, 

UIC* Zubrod, PSA 

6i UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Age2, Age3, Race, Zubrod, UB* Zubrod, BB* 

Zubrod, SB* Zubrod, HB* Zubrod, UF* Zubrod, 

BF* Zubrod, SF* Zubrod, HF* Zubrod, UI* 

Zubrod, UIC* Zubrod, PSA 

6j UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC, Age, 

Race, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * Race, HB 

* Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * Race, HF * 

Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race, Zubrod, UB* 

Zubrod, BB* Zubrod, SB* Zubrod, HB* Zubrod, 

UF* Zubrod, BF* Zubrod, SF* Zubrod, HF* 

Zubrod, UI* Zubrod, UIC* Zubrod, PSA 

6k UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC,  Age, 

Age2, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * Race, HB 

* Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * Race, HF * 

Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race, Zubrod, UB* 

Zubrod, BB* Zubrod, SB* Zubrod, HB* Zubrod, 

UF* Zubrod, BF* Zubrod, SF* Zubrod, HF* 

Zubrod, UI* Zubrod, UIC* Zubrod, PSA 

6l UB, BB, SB, HB, UF, BF, SF, HF, UI, UIC,  Age, 

Age2, Age3, Race, UB * Race, BB * Race, SB * 

Race, HB * Race, UF * Race, BF * Race, SF * 

Race, HF * Race, UI * Race, UIC * Race, Zubrod, 

UB* Zubrod, BB* Zubrod, SB* Zubrod, HB* 

Zubrod, UF* Zubrod, BF* Zubrod, SF* Zubrod, 

HF* Zubrod, UI* Zubrod, UIC* Zubrod, PSA 

Abbreviations: U=Urinary Domain, B=Bowel Domain, S=Sexual Domain, H=Hormonal 

Domain, UF=Urinary Function, UB = Urinary Bother, UI= Urinary Irritation 

UIC=Urinary Incontinence, BF=Bowel Function, BB=Bowel Bother, SF=Sexual 

Function, SB=Sexual Bother, HF=Hormonal Function, HB=Hormonal Bother 
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5.3.6  ASSESSING MODEL PERFORMANCE 

The 70% random sample (n=765) was used for estimation and internal validation of the 

mapping algorithms. Five-fold cross-validation was employed for estimation and internal 

validation.55,56 In 5-fold cross-validation, the data are split into 5 equal parts and the 

model is fitted on 4 parts with the 5th being held out for validation. The fitted model of 

the 4 selected parts is used to compute the predicted residual sum of squares on the 5th 

omitted part, and this process is repeated for each of the 5 parts. The sum of the 5 

predicted residual sums of squares is obtained for each fitted model and is the estimate of 

the prediction error. Lower prediction error indicates superior model performance. 

Indices such as the absolute mean of the residuals or errors (MAE), and square root of the 

mean of the residual sum of squares (RMSE) are used to determine model performance. 

RMSE, a measure of individual prediction error, attaches relatively higher weights to 

large errors, making it an ideal metric when large errors are undesirable. This study used 

RMSE for identifying the candidate algorithms from each of the six groups of model 

specifications in Table 7. Models with lower RMSE values represent higher predictive 

ability.  

A prediction model usually performs better with the data that were used in its 

development. Therefore, it is critical to evaluate how well the model works in other 

datasets. External validation was performed by scoring the 30% random sample (n=327) 

using the candidate algorithms. RMSE values were used to compare the predictive ability 

of the candidate algorithms in the external dataset.  
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5.4  RESULTS 

5.4.1  DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

The study cohort comprised of patients who consented to QOL collection and had 

complete baseline data on EPIC domains/subdomains as well as EQ5D dimensions. For 

models with EPIC domains as the primary independent variables, 565 patients in the 70% 

estimation sample and 232 patients in the 30% validation sample consented and had 

complete baseline data on EPIC domains and EQ5D. For models with EPIC sub-domains 

as the primary independent variables, 507 patients in the 70% estimation sample and 213 

patients in the 30% validation sample consented and had complete baseline EPIC sub-

domain data and EQ5D. Patient characteristics for each of these cohorts are summarized 

in Table 8.  The study sample was predominantly White (83%). EQ5D distribution was 

highly skewed with >50% patients in full health in each cohort; distribution plots 

revealed a bimodal distribution peaking at full health and at health utility value of 0.8 

(Figure 3). Table 9 summarizes the mean EPIC domain/ sub-domain scores in the 

estimation cohort and external validation cohort. 
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Table 8: Baseline characteristics of patients with complete EPIC domain and subdomain 

data 

Characteristic Complete EPIC domain data Complete EPIC sub-domain 

data 

Estimation 

Cohort 

(n=565) 

Validation 

Cohort (n = 

232) 

Estimation 

Cohort 

(n=507) 

Validation 

Cohort (n = 

213) 

Continuous Variables (mean ± SD) 

Age 66.4±7.3 66.2±7.7 66.4±7.2 66.2±7.8 

Baseline PSA 5.6±2.1 5.5±2.2 5.5±2.1 5.5±2.2 

Categorical Variables (n (%)) 

Baseline PSA 

<4 

≥4 

 

115 (20.3) 

450 (79.7) 

 

45 (19.4) 

187 (80.6) 

 

104 (20.5) 

403 (79.5) 

 

42 (19.7) 

171 (80.3) 

Race 

White 

Other 

 

466 (82.5) 

99 (17.5) 

 

179 (77.2) 

53 (22.8) 

 

421 (83.0) 

86 (17.0) 

 

163 (76.5) 

50 (23.5) 

Zubrod 

0 

1 

 

530 (93.8) 

35 (6.2) 

 

211 (90.9) 

21 (9.1) 

 

477 (94.1) 

30 (5.9) 

 

195 (91.5) 

18 (8.5) 

EQ5D 

1 

<1 

 

310 (54.9) 

255 (45.1) 

 

120 (51.7) 

112 (48.3) 

 

284 (56.0) 

223 (44.0) 

 

114 (53.5) 

99 (46.5) 
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Figure 3: Distribution Plot of EQ5D in the Estimation Cohorts 

Patients With Complete Epic Domain 

Data (N=565) 

Patients With Complete Epic Sub-Domain 

Data (N=507) 
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Table 9: EPIC domain and sub-domain scores and EQ5D scores at all study time-points 

Characteristic  Score (Mean±SD) 

EPIC domains  Estimation Cohort (n = 

565) 

Validation Cohort  (n = 

232) 

Urinary 87.5±12.1 86.5±12.5 

Bowel 93.4±9.3 92.7±9.2 

Sexual 49.6±26.3 50.4±26.6 

Hormonal 91.0±11.0 90.5±11.8 

EQ5D 0.9±0.1 0.9±0.1 

EPIC sub-domains Estimation Cohort (n = 

501) 

Validation Cohort  (n = 

213) 

Urinary Function 93.3±10.7 92.9±11.8 

Urinary Bother 84.0±14.8 82.7±14.8 

Urinary Irritation 86.8±12.6 85.6±12.1 

Urinary Incontinence 91.6±14.0 91.3±14.8 

Bowel Function 93.2±8.5 92.3±9.4 

Bowel Bother 94.6±9.6 93.4±10.7 

Sexual Function 43.7±26.9 45.1±27.5 

Sexual Bother 64.0±32.9 64.9±32.4 

Hormonal Function 88.7±13.6 88.7±13.5 

Hormonal Bother 93.0±10.3 92.0±10.3 

EQ5D 0.9±0.1 0.9±0.1 
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5.4.2  CONCEPTUAL OVERLAP 

Pearson’s correlations between EQ5D and EPIC domains/ sub-domains showed evidence 

of conceptual overlap between the two measures. In the estimation cohort for models 

with EPIC domains, moderate correlations were found between EQ5D utility and urinary 

(r=0.38), bowel (r=0.34) and hormonal (r=0.55) domains of EPIC; sexual domain was 

weakly correlated (r=0.18) with EQ5D utility. In the estimation cohort for models with 

EPIC sub-domains, low to moderate correlations were found between EQ5D and urinary 

function (r=0.31), urinary bother (r=0.36), urinary irritation (r=0.36), urinary 

incontinence (r=0.27), bowel function (r=0.30), bowel bother (r=0.32), hormonal function 

(r=0.43), hormonal bother (r=0.53);, sexual function (r=0.17), and sexual bother (r=0.16). 

5.4.3  MAPPING EPIC TO EQ5D UTILITIES 

OLS, Tobit, and two-part models were estimated for all the model specifications in Table 

7, resulting in 144 unique full regression models. The best performing models for each of 

these regression types across the six groups of independent variables are presented in 

Table 10. The OLS models outperformed the other model types in all six model 

specification groups. The best performing full model was an OLS model with EPIC sub-

domains, age, race, Zubrod performance status, and baseline PSA levels (model 6i) with 

an RMSE of 0.10429: 

Predicted EQ5D = 2.922434 + 0.003627*Urinary Function + 0.004125*Urinary Bother 

– 0.003625*Urinary irritation – 0.002242*Urinary Incontinence – 0.0000058476*Bowel 

Function – 0.000690*Bowel Bother + 0.000589*Sexual Function – 0.000244*Sexual 

Bother + 0.000721*Hormonal Function + 0.004691*Hormonal Bother – 0.126445*Age 

+ 0.001997*(Age)2 – 0.000010336*(Age)3 + 0.009922*Race(other) – 0.456669*Zubrod 
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+ 0.016593*Urinary Function*Zubrod + 0.008613*Urinary Bother*Zubrod – 

0.011*Urinary Irritation*Zubrod – 0.011342*Urinary Incontinence*Zubrod + 

0.000711*Bowel Function*Zubrod + 0.003675*Bowel Bother*Zubrod – 

0.001631*Sexual Function*Zubrod + 0.00008517*Sexual Bother*Zubrod – 

0.000201*Hormonal Function*Zubrod – 0.002221*Hormonal Bother*Zubrod + 

0.000332*PSA(≥4) 

Reduced models for all six model specification groups were estimated to identify 

parsimonious models with high predictive ability (Table 11). For the reduced models, 

only OLS functional form was tested as OLS full models outperformed other model 

types. The best performing reduced model had an RMSE of 0.10462: 

Predicted EQ5D = 0.248541 + 0.000748*Urinary Function + 0.001134*Urinary Bother 

+ 0.000968*Hormonal Function + 0.004404*Hormonal Bother – 0.376487 *Zubrod + 

0.003562*Urinary Function*Zubrod 

The candidate full and reduced models for the remaining specifications are presented in 

Appendix A. External validation using these candidate models resulted in slightly higher 

RMSE values compared to internal validation, but the results remained consistent with 

the internal validation (Tables 10 and 11). Figure 4 presents the plot of predicted vs. 

observed EQ5D utilities for the best performing models in each group. The EQ5D 

utilities appear to be under-predicted at higher health states and over-predicted for lower 

health states. However, the mean predicted EQ5D utilities were very similar to the 

observed EQ5D utilities. 
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Table 10: Performance of full models in internal (5-fold cross-validation) and external datasets 
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Table 11: Performance of reduced models in internal (5-fold cross-validation) and external datasets 
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Figure 4: Plot of Observed vs. Predicted EQ5D Utilities for Candidate Full Models 
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Figure 4: Continued 
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Figure 4: Continued 
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5.5  DISCUSSION 

This study identified a set of algorithms that map EPIC, a disease-specific HRQoL 

instrument in PC, to EQ5D, a generic preference-based instrument, using data from a 

clinical trial. While there is considerable variation in the methodologies of mapping 

studies, a majority of them have employed some form of direct mapping strategy.38 This 

mapping study followed the guidance from NICE and ISPOR task force and explored 

several functional forms and specifications to find the most straightforward model with 

highest predictive performance.2,3,26  

Tobit and two-part models were tested as their assumptions were compatible with the 

bimodal distribution of EQ5D utilities. However, they were outperformed by their 

counterpart OLS models for every model specification tested. Previous mapping studies 

have reported similar findings, where OLS regression provided better predictive ability 

than theoretically more robust regression procedures.35,38,57 Separate algorithms were 

estimated using EPIC domains or subdomains data alone, and in combination with 

demographic covariates only or both demographic and clinical covariates, resulting in six 

unique sets of model specifications. Best-performing models for each of these sets were 

identified, so that researchers can use a model depending on the level of data at their 

disposal, thus, increasing the generalizability of this mapping exercise. In addition to the 

full models, reduced models were also estimated to identify parsimonious models with 

high predictive ability. Addition of demographic variables did not seem to improve the 

predictive ability of the models; however, clinical covariates, specifically Zubrod 

performance status, improved the predictive performance. This was observed in both full 

and reduced models, where addition of clinical covariates resulted in lower RMSE 
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values. Models with EPIC sub-domains exhibited better predictive performance 

compared to their counterpart models with EPIC domains. This finding could be 

attributed to the more detailed HRQoL data obtained from EPIC sub-domains compared 

to EPIC domains.  

There are several strengths of this study that are worth mentioning. In our knowledge, 

this is the first study to map EPIC to obtain health utilities for patients with PC. Bremner 

at al. mapped Prostate Cancer Index (PCI) to Patient-Oriented Prostate Utility Scale 

(PORPUS-U) utilities to incorporate historically collected HRQoL data in longitudinal 

datasets such as CaPSURE in economic evaluations.45 EPIC is a more comprehensive 

instrument that evolved from PCI and is the most widely used PC specific HRQoL 

instrument in trials and clinical practice.42 The algorithms identified in this study will 

allow incorporation of a vast body of evidence on comparative effectiveness of PC 

treatments in future economic evaluations. EQ5D is the recommended PBM by HTA 

bodies such as NICE, and considerable differences exist, even between utilities derived 

from different generic PBMs. Inconsistencies in the choice of PBMs in mapping studies 

would make comparisons across treatments and disease areas difficult. Unlike Bremnen 

et al., EQ5D, a generic PBM, was chosen in order to make comparisons across disease 

areas possible. 

With the ever changing landscape of treatments in PC, it is even more important for 

technology appraisals to have utility values that are current, reflect the experiences of 

patients, and account for their expectations from standard of care and incremental 

effectiveness from new technologies. This study used recently published data from a 

prospective, multinational, clinical trial of patients with low-risk PC.7 Mapping 
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algorithms perform best when the target population has characteristics similar to the 

source population. While the trial sample does not represent every PC patient, a large 

proportion of patients with PC fall in this category. Patients with low-risk PC, as in this 

sample, tend to have high performance status and high EQ5D scores with minimal 

variability which may differ substantially from high-risk patients. Thus, caution should 

be exercised in extrapolating these algorithms to patients with high-risk PC. Future 

analyses could build on this work and identify best performing models for patients with 

high-risk PC. Moreover, the study sample and the source trial population was 

predominantly White, with only 17% of the cohort comprising the minority races. 

African Americans have a higher risk of developing prostate cancer and have poorer 

prognosis and outcomes compared to Whites;58 future evaluations should test the validity 

of our algorithms in minority populations. 

The mapping algorithms performed very well in predicting the mean utilities in the 

internal and external validation cohorts. This confirms previous findings that regression 

based mapping algorithms are better at predicting group utilities than individual level 

predictions.45 These algorithms can be used to inform group level economic models. 

While these algorithms enable use of existing evidence in future economic evaluations, 

studies in the future should rely on direct utility estimation, and mapping should remain 

the second-best option, only to be used when such evidence is missing.59 

As with any mapping study, this study has some limitations that merit discussion. 

External validation of candidate models in the 30% sample resulted in slightly higher 

RMSE values than those observed in the estimation cohort. This was expected as 

prediction models usually perform better with the data that were used in its development. 
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However, models with lower RMSE values in the internal validation also had lower 

RMSE values in the external validation, supporting the robust predictive performance of 

the candidate algorithms in external datasets. While the health utilities for milder health 

states were under-predicted and worse health states were over-predicted, the mean 

predicted utilities at the population level were very similar to the observed mean utilities. 

This was an expected finding, as the regression coefficients tend to regress towards the 

mean. These mapping algorithms are best suited to predict mean utilities, and may not 

predict individual level EQ5D utilities with high degree of accuracy as demonstrated in 

part by the low to moderate correlations among the EQ5D and EPIC domain scores. 

Finally, inclusion in the estimation sample required complete data on EPIC domains/sub-

domains along with EQ5D utilities. While it is true that there may be differences in 

patients who completed the questionnaires versus those who did not, the objective of our 

regression models was prediction and not estimation, therefore, risk of bias is minimal 

with using this subset of patients. 

Mapping studies commonly employ regression-based methods; however, other 

methodologies such as linking, scale-alignment, and equating, have been explored in an 

effort to improve the algorithm’s prediction ability.4 While there is no consensus on 

which methods are superior, the ISPOR and NICE recommendations provide a general 

guidance on which methods to employ based on the data used to conduct the 

mapping.2,3,26 There is considerable heterogeneity in the data sources that have been used 

in mapping studies; future studies should compare the impact of these differences on the 

resulting algorithms.  

In conclusion, HRQoL measures can be descriptive (generic, or condition-specific) or 
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preference-based (health utility measures).16,17 It is often not feasible to include all these 

types of instruments in a given study, as this can be a costly and time-consuming 

endeavor. Sometimes, descriptive PROMs such as EPIC are preferred by the researchers/ 

clinicians conducting the study, as they measure specific domains/ dimensions of 

HRQoL. These studies form an important part of the evidence base for the effectiveness 

of an intervention. Mapping EPIC to EQ5D utilities has helped bridge an important gap 

in the literature, and allowed incorporation of a vast body of literature measuring 

descriptive HRQoL data in PC patients in the healthcare decision-making process. 
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5. AIM 2 

A methodological comparison of mapping algorithms derived using cross-sectional 

and longitudinal data: Secondary Analysis of NRG/RTOG 0415 

6.1  ABSTRACT 

AIM: To compare the predictive ability of mapping algorithms derived using cross-

sectional and longitudinal data.  

METHODS: This mapping study utilized data from an international, multicenter, 

randomized controlled trial of patients with low-risk prostate cancer (PC), conducted by 

NRG Oncology (NCT00331773). Two patient-reported outcomes were collected in 

addition to patient demographic and clinical data.  Health-related quality-of-life 

(HRQoL) data were collected using the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite 

(EPIC), and health utilities were obtained using EuroQOL-5D-3L (EQ5D) at baseline and 

6, 12 and 24 months post-intervention. Data were split into an estimation sample (n=765, 

70%) and a validation sample (n=327, 30%). Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression 

models were estimated using baseline cross-sectional data as well as combined data from 

all assessment periods. Random effects (RE) specifications that explicitly model the 

longitudinal nature of the data were also estimated. Five-fold cross-validation (in-sample) 

and external validation were used to compare the predictive performance of the estimated 

models. Candidate models were selected based on root mean square error (RMSE).  

RESULTS: A total of 267 (199) patients in the estimation sample had complete EQ5D 

and EPIC domain (subdomain) data at baseline and at all subsequent assessments. In the 

EPIC domain sample, mean observed EQ5D utility was 0.90±0.13 (range: 0.28-1) at 
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baseline, 0.92±0.11 (range: 0.47-1) at 6 months, 0.90±0.13 (range: 0.38-1) at 12 months 

and 0.89±0.14 (range: 0.26-1) at 24 months. Candidate OLS models using combined data 

outperformed the candidate random effects (RE) models using longitudinal data and OLS 

models using baseline data when only EPIC domains or sub-domains were modeled. For 

all subsequent model specifications, candidate OLS models using baseline data 

outperformed the candidate OLS models using combined data and RE models using 

longitudinal data. In the internal validation, the best performing model, overall, was an 

OLS model using combined data with EPIC sub-domains, age, race, Zubrod status, and 

PSA modeled. However, in the external validation, OLS model using combined data with 

EPIC sub-domains outperformed all other model specifications. 

CONCLUSIONS: A mapping algorithm obtained using combined EPIC subdomain data 

outperformed other model types. While OLS models using baseline data showed better 

predictive ability in external validation for algorithms with patient covariates, the 

improvements in model fit with addition of covariates are trivial; further testing in a 

larger, more diverse sample is needed. 
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6.2   INTRODUCTION 

Health technology appraisals provide healthcare payers with the necessary evidence on 

value for money of new interventions to help them make regulatory and reimbursement 

decisions.1,3,38 The assessment of health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL) information is 

critical in these evaluations. Of particular importance are preference-based measures 

(PBMs) such as EQ5D that capture patient preferences for different health states on a 

scale of 0 to 1, with 1 representing full health, and 0 representing death; negative utilities 

are also ascribed for health states worse than death.59 Clinical studies that are designed to 

assess the effectiveness of health technologies would ideally include outcome measures 

capable of producing health utility values to calculate quality-adjusted life years 

(QALYs). However, to maximize survey response and completion rate, and minimize 

patient burden, only a disease-specific patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) that is 

sensitive to clinically relevant changes may be employed.59 ‘Mapping’ or ‘cross-walking’ 

allows incorporation of such evidence in economic evaluation of healthcare interventions 

by establishing a link between a PROM and PBM, such that health utilities corresponding 

to the health states captured by the PROM can be derived.  

Mapping techniques to obtain health utilities have become increasingly popular in health 

economic evaluations of health technologies. However, the methodologies employed in 

these studies vary substantially, introducing variability in the resulting cost-effectiveness 

estimates. In an effort to make the mapping process consistent across disease areas and 

interventions, an ISPOR task force on mapping health utilities was established in 2014.3 

Additionally, Longworth and Rowen reviewed the mapping literature to provide guidance 

on best practices in conducting a mapping exercise for NICE health technology 

assessments.2,26 A majority of mapping studies have utilized data from clinical trials, 
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more often utilizing the baseline (pre-treatment data), in estimating mapping 

functions.1,38,60 The guidance on mapping issued by ISPOR and NICE are lacking on any 

recommendations on the study design (cross-sectional vs. longitudinal) to employ when 

generating these prediction models. The choice of data and the way it is modeled may 

impact the resulting mapping algorithm and subsequently the cost-effective estimates 

obtained from its implementation.  

Previously, the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC), a routinely used 

disease specific HRQoL instrument in prostate cancer (PC), was mapped to EuroQoL-

5D-3L (EQ5D), using baseline data from an international, multicenter, randomized 

controlled trial of patients with low-risk PC conducted by NRG Oncology 

(NCT00331773). This mapping study tested several functional forms including OLS, 

Tobit, and two-part models and found that OLS models outperformed the remaining 

model types in their predictive ability. The objective of the current study is to compare 

the predictive ability of mapping algorithms derived using cross-sectional and 

longitudinal data. 

7.3  METHODS 

Data Source 

This study utilized data from a previously published international, multicenter, open-label 

randomized clinical trial of patients with low-risk PC, conducted by NRG Oncology 

Clinical Trials Network.7,27 This clinical trial employed a non-inferiority design to 

determine whether the efficacy of a hypo-fractionated treatment schedule was not worse 

than a conventional schedule in men with low-risk PC. A total of 1,092 men ages >18 
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years with prostate adenocarcinoma met the inclusion criteria of the study. Patients who 

consented to provide information on EPIC and EQ5D were considered for inclusion in 

the analysis. The clinical trial assessed HRQoL at baseline, and at 6, 12, 24, and 60 

months post-intervention. 

Sample Selection 

A 70% random sample was extracted from the analyzable cohort. Patients with complete 

information on EPIC and EQ5D at baseline as well as 6, 12, and 24 months post 

intervention were included in the estimation cohort (which also served as internal 

validation cohort). Patients with complete data on EPIC and EQ5D at baseline in the 

remainder 30% sample comprised the external validation cohort. Five-fold cross-

validation was employed to estimate the mapping algorithms.56 Baseline demographic 

characteristics and clinical covariates were also extracted. 

Outcome Measures 

EuroQol-5D-3L 

EuroQoL-5D-3L, more commonly called EQ5D, is a generic PBM that measures health 

as a function of 5 dimensions (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/ discomfort, and 

anxiety/ depression).3,52 The respondent can be at one of three severity levels for these 

dimensions (no problems, some or moderate problems, and extreme problems). A 

combination of responses for each domains result in 243 unique health states (35 

combinations). Two other health states that are not part of this descriptive system are 

included in the valuation system: unconsciousness and death. A score, known as a tariff, 

is attached to each of these health states based on an analysis of preference data obtained 
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from the general population and represents a patient’s preference for a given health state. 

This preference score ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 representing death (worst health) and 1 

representing perfect health. Negative utilities for health states worse than death are also 

assigned. Typically, a visual analogue scale (VAS) that measures the respondent’s self-

rated health on a scale of 0-100 is also employed alongside the EQ5D descriptive system. 

The focus of this study is to map utilities obtained using the EQ5D descriptive system. 

Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) 

The EPIC questionnaire comprehensively evaluates patient function and bother, after PC 

treatment, and is validated in men with localized PC receiving various treatment options 

or surgery.21 It constitutes four summary domains, urinary, bowel, sexual, and hormonal. 

Each summary domain has a measurable ‘function’ and ‘bother’ subscale. Additionally, 

urinary domain has two distinct incontinence and irritative/ obstructive subscales. 

Responses for each item on EPIC are recorded on a Likert scale and the scale scores are 

linearly transformed to a 0-100 scale, with higher scores representing better HRQoL. 

Model Development 

This methodological assessment compares the predictive ability of mapping algorithms 

derived using cross-sectional data vs. longitudinal data using a regression framework. 

Several functional forms including ordinary least squares (OLS), Tobit, and two-part 

models were previously explored to map EPIC to EQ-5D utilities (see Aim 1). OLS 

models outperformed other model types for each specification tested in aim 1 (Table 7). 

Given that our goal is prediction, and not estimation, OLS regression should yield 

unbiased predicted utilities even when used with longitudinal data.61 This study aim 
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utilized OLS regression models to develop mapping algorithms using baseline cross-

sectional data as well as pooled data from all assessment periods in the estimation 

sample. Random effects (RE) specifications that explicitly model the longitudinal nature 

of the data were also estimated in order to obtain more precise predictions.61 Candidate 

models were selected based on root mean square error (RMSE); lower RMSE 

corresponds to higher predictive ability.3 External validation was performed by scoring 

the 30% sample using the coefficients from the candidate mapping algorithms. 

6.4  RESULTS 

Descriptive Statistics 

The study cohort included patients consenting to HRQoL collection who had complete 

data on EPIC domains/ subdomains as well as EQ5D dimensions at baseline and all 

subsequent assessment periods. A total of 267 (and 199) patients comprised the 

estimation cohort, and 232 (and 213) patients comprised the validation cohort 

respectively, for models with EPIC domains (and subdomains). Table 12 describes the 

baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of the estimation cohorts for models 

using EPIC domain and subdomain data. Overall, the distribution of EQ5D scores was 

skewed towards the right, with over 50% of the patients in each cohort were in full 

health. The plot of the distribution of EQ5D utilities (Figure 5) was bimodal with peaks at 

full health and 0.8 (health state with mild severity). The mean EPIC domain and 

subdomain scores as well as EQ5D scores for all study time points are summarized in 

Table 13. 
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Table 12: Baseline characteristics of patients with complete EPIC domain and subdomain 

data 

Characteristic Complete EPIC 

domain data (n=267) 

Complete EPIC sub-

domain data (n=199) 

Continuous Variables (mean ± SD) 

Age 67.02±7.22 66.94±7.13 

Baseline PSA 5.47±2.09 5.37±2.12 

EQ-5D Index 0.90±0.13 0.91±0.12 

Categorical Variables (n (%)) 

Baseline PSA 

<4 

≥4 

 

58 (21.7) 

209 (78.3) 

 

50 (25.1) 

149 (74.9) 

Race 

White 

Other 

 

224 (83.9) 

43 (16.1) 

 

170 (85.4) 

29 (14.6) 

Zubrod 

0 

1 

 

251 (94.0) 

16 (6.0) 

 

189 (95.0) 

10 (5.0) 

EQ-5D 

1 

<1 

 

143 (53.6) 

124 (46.4) 

 

113 (56.8) 

86 (43.2) 
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Table 13: EPIC domain and sub-domain scores and EQ5D scores at all study time-points 

 Score (Mean±SD) 

 Baseline 6 months 12 months 24 months 

EPIC domains (n=267) 

Urinary 88.36±11.10 87.38±12.65 86.29±13.10 86.69±13.32 

Bowel 94.37±7.68 90.92±10.85 87.63±13.37 88.15±13.18 

Sexual 50.61±25.74 42.37±26.73 41.74±26.26 39.49±27.04 

Hormonal 91.74±10.19 90.01±10.83 90.00±10.77 90.04±10.15 

EQ-5D 0.90±0.13 0.92±0.11 0.90±0.13 0.89±0.14 

EPIC sub-domains (n=199) 

Urinary Function 94.10±10.69 92.62±11.24 91.03±12.72 91.83±11.79 

Urinary Bother 84.30±13.47 84.62±15.25 83.87±14.85 84.27±16.61 

Urinary Irritation 86.90±12.03 87.11±13.30 86.62±12.84 87.83±12.46 

Urinary Incontinence 92.84±13.90 90.93±14.31 88.70±15.71 88.22±16.61 

Bowel Function 93.84±8.04 91.33±10.54 88.63±12.21 89.21±11.77 

Bowel Bother 95.21±8.04 90.97±12.96 87.86±15.52 87.81±16.66 

Sexual Function 44.94±26.93 37.13±27.89 37.28±26.59 34.36±27.91 

Sexual Bother 63.03±32.41 57.44±34.21 58.57±33.90 54.46±34.09 

Hormonal Function 89.44±13.16 88.55±11.59 87.81±13.16 87.83±11.98 

Hormonal Bother 93.81±8.95 92.67±9.38 92.79±9.47 92.58±10.04 

EQ-5D 0.91±0.12 0.92±0.11 0.91±0.13 0.90±0.13 
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Figure 5: Distribution of EQ-5D  

Patients With Complete Epic Domain Data 

(N=267) 

Patients With Complete Epic Sub-Domain Data 

(N=199) 
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Mapping with Cross-Sectional Vs. Longitudinal Data 

OLS models were estimated in the estimation cohort for all the model specifications 

listed in Table 7, using cross-sectional data from baseline assessment as well as pooled 

data from all assessment periods. To explicitly model the longitudinal nature of the data, 

RE models were also estimated. Candidate OLS models using combined data 

outperformed the candidate random effects (RE) models using longitudinal data and OLS 

models using baseline data when only EPIC domains or sub-domains were modeled 

(model specifications 1 and 2; Table 14). For all subsequent model specifications (3-6; 

Table 14), candidate OLS models using baseline data outperformed the candidate OLS 

models using combined data and RE model using longitudinal data. In the internal 

validation, the best performing model was an OLS model using combined data with EPIC 

sub-domains, age, race, Zubrod status, and PSA modeled (Model 6l). However, in the 

external validation, OLS model using combined data with EPIC sub-domains (model 2c) 

outperformed all other model specifications. In the external validation RE models 

consistently performed poorly, across all 6 model specifications.  
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Table 14: Model performance in 5-fold cross-validation 
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6.5 DISCUSSION 

 

This methodological assessment comparing the predictive performance of mapping 

algorithms derived using cross-sectional and longitudinal data builds on the findings from 

aim 1 that maps EPIC to obtain EQ5D utilities. Several functional forms were explored in 

aim 1 including OLS, Tobit, and two-part models; OLS models outperformed all other 

model types in terms of their predictive ability. The current study, therefore, utilized OLS 

models to estimate the mapping algorithms using cross-sectional as well as longitudinal 

study designs. In the internal validation, OLS models using pooled data from all 

assessment periods marginally outperformed the candidate OLS models using baseline 

data as well as the RE models using longitudinal data, within all six model specification 

groups. In the external validation, similar results were seen when only EPIC domain or 

subdomain data was modeled. When demographic or clinical covariates were added to 

the models, however, OLS models using baseline data demonstrated the best predictive 

ability. While RE models performed well in the internal validation, with the RMSE 

values marginally higher than the best performing model type, they exhibited very high 

RMSE values in the external validation, when covariates were modeled. This suggests 

poor model fir for RE models. While OLS models using baseline data outperformed other 

model specifications overall in our study, it is important to note that studies mapping a 

different instrument or conducted in a different population may have different findings.  

The current study required complete information on EPIC domain and subdomain scores 

as well as EQ5D utilities at all assessment periods, which resulted in a smaller sample 

size compared to aim 1. Larger sample sizes are desirable to detect minimally important 

effect sizes and identify statistically significant associations in multiple regression 
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models.62,63 However, the results from the OLS models using baseline data in this study 

are consistent with the findings from aim 1, suggesting that the reduction in sample size 

did not affect the performance of the estimated models, increasing the confidence in the 

overall findings of this study. As with aim 1, the baseline OLS model with EPIC 

subdomains, patient demographics, and clinical characteristics outperformed candidate 

models from all other baseline OLS model specification groups.  

The requirement of complete data on EPIC and EQ5D instruments at all assessment 

periods resulted in a significant reduction in the sample size for this aim. While the 

resulting sample size was sufficient for the analyses conducted in this study, differences 

may exist between patients who completed the questionnaires in the trial and those who 

did not. Consequently, the study findings may not be generalizable to the entire 

population. As the goal of the regression models in this study was prediction, and not 

estimation, we expected that removing the patients with missing data from the sample 

would not affect the predictive ability of the resulting models. A formal comparison of 

the characteristics of the responders and non-responders was not within the scope of our 

investigation and we acknowledge this as a limitation. However, the characteristics of the 

selected sample were consistent with those of the overall trial population; this increases 

our confidence in the generalizability of our study results.7  

To our best knowledge, this is the first study to formally investigate the impact of cross-

sectional vs. longitudinal study design on the predictive ability of mapping algorithms. 

EQ5D utilities were modeled as a conventional linear function of EPIC domains/ 

subdomains and covariates. As the end goal was prediction and not estimation, OLS 

model was expected to provide unbiased predictions even with longitudinal data was 
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used. However, to improve the predictive performance, this study also explicitly modeled 

the longitudinal nature of the data.61 The clinical trial data used in this study collected 

EPIC and EQ5D data for each individual at various time points. The estimates of the 

relationship between these measures are conditional on the subjects, and therefore cannot 

be generalizable to other subjects, making the choice of fixed effects specification 

inappropriate.61 A RE specification was therefore chosen, as it decomposes the error term 

into a subject- and measurement-specific error, and a subject-specific, time-invariant 

error.61 Another important take away from this study is that OLS regression tends to 

perform better than theoretically more robust procedures, a finding consistent with aim 1 

and many other mapping studies in the literature.  

In conclusion, this study adds to the existing body of literature on mapping and addresses 

the important question about the effect of the data source and study design on the 

predictive ability of the resulting algorithms. These findings can help future researchers 

undertaking a mapping study to explore appropriate data sources and choose appropriate 

study designs and statistical approaches. Further testing in different datasets across 

various disease areas is necessary to corroborate our results and increase confidence in 

the study findings.  
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6. AIM 3 

Longitudinal predictive ability of mapping algorithms derived using baseline data 

7.1  ABSTRACT 

OBJECTIVE: To examine the longitudinal predictive ability of mapping algorithms 

derived from baseline data and explore the factors associated with the prediction errors. 

METHODS: This methodological study utilized data from an international, multicenter, 

randomized controlled trial of patients with low-risk prostate cancer (PC), conducted by 

NRG Oncology (NCT00331773). Two patient-reported outcomes were collected in 

addition to patient demographic and clinical data.  Health-related quality-of-life 

(HRQoL) data were collected using the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite 

(EPIC), and health utilities were obtained using EuroQOL-5D-3L (EQ5D) at baseline and 

6, 12 and 24 months post-intervention. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression models 

were used to map EPIC to EQ5D in the baseline data through 5-fold cross-validation. 

Predictive performance was tested in the post-intervention data; predicted and reported 

utilities were compared using t-tests, and the absolute prediction error was modeled using 

fixed effects, as a function of baseline demographic and clinical covariates, as well as 

observed and predicted EQ5D utilities 

RESULTS: A total of 267 (199) patients had complete EQ5D and EPIC domain 

(subdomain) data at baseline and all subsequent assessments. In the EPIC domain sample, 

mean observed EQ5D utility was 0.90±0.13 at baseline, 0.92±0.11 at 6 months, 

0.90±0.11 at 12 months and 0.89±0.14 at 24 months. Mean absolute differences (MDs) 

between reported and predicted were lower for models using EPIC subdomain data 
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compared to EPIC domain data, and generally decreased as the time of assessment 

increased. The mapping functions over-predicted utilities for patients in perfect health 

while the prediction errors were increasingly negative for lower reported EQ5D scores. 

According to the fixed effects model for EPIC domain data, lower observed and predicted 

baseline EQ5D scores, and time of assessment were significant predictors of the absolute 

prediction error; for EPIC subdomain data, lower observed and predicted baseline EQ5D 

scores, hormonal bother and function, and bowel function significantly predicted the 

absolute prediction error.  

CONCLUSION: This study builds upon existing research on longitudinal validity of 

mapping functions. The low MDs in prediction errors in this study demonstrate 

satisfactory performance of mapping functions in post-intervention data, thereby 

increasing confidence for using them in economic evaluations in PC. 
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7.2  INTRODUCTION 

Health technology appraisals provide healthcare payers with the necessary evidence on 

value for money of new interventions to help them make regulatory and reimbursement 

decisions.2,3 The assessment of health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL) information is 

critical in these evaluations. Of particular importance are preference-based measures 

(PBMs) that capture patient preferences for different health states on a scale of 0 to 1, 

with 1 representing full health, and 0 representing death; negative utilities are also 

ascribed for health states worse than death. Clinical studies that are designed to assess the 

effectiveness of health technologies would ideally include outcome measures capable of 

producing health utility values to calculate quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). 

However, to maximize survey response and completion rate, and minimize patient 

burden, only a disease-specific patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) that is 

sensitive to clinically relevant changes may be employed.61 ‘Mapping’ or ‘cross-walking’ 

allows incorporation of such evidence in economic evaluation of healthcare interventions 

by establishing a link between a PROM and PBM, such that health utilities corresponding 

to the health states captured by the PROM can be derived.48,51,55  

Mapping to obtain health utilities has become a widely used alternative in absence of 

direct health utility estimation, for informing economic evaluations of novel health 

technologies.3 While most mapping studies have employed regression-based approaches, 

considerable variations exist in their designs, which in turn, can introduce variability in 

cost-effectiveness estimates obtained using the resulting algorithms.60 In an effort to 

make the mapping process consistent across disease areas and interventions, 

methodological guidance has been issued by the NICE Decision Support Unit and 
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reporting standards guidance has been outlined in the 2017 International Society for 

Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research Task Force.2,3 Broad recommendations are 

provided on the type of data source ideal for conducting a mapping exercise. A majority 

of mapping studies have utilized data from clinical trials, more often utilizing the baseline 

(pre-treatment data), in estimating mapping functions.60 Economic evaluations of 

interventions would ideally incorporate health utility information that reflects the effect 

of treatments on patients’ health. It is therefore important to investigate if the mapping 

algorithm estimated using baseline data is sensitive to the treatment effect.  

Although mapping algorithms have been found to perform well on an aggregate level, 

they tend to overestimate or underestimate utilities on an individual level.64 In the 

mapping study of EPIC to obtain EQ5D utilities (aim 1), we found that the predicted 

utilities for patients in perfect health were lower than the observed utilities, while for 

patients in poorer health states, the predicted utilities were higher than the observed 

utilities. To better understand the performance of a mapping algorithm, it is important to 

identify the factors that have a significant impact on the prediction error. The objectives 

of this methodological study are to examine the longitudinal predictive ability of mapping 

algorithms obtained using baseline, pre-treatment data in post-intervention data, and 

identify the drivers of prediction error.  

7.3  METHODS 

 

Data Source 

This study utilized data from a previously published international, multicenter, open-label 

randomized clinical trial of patients with low-risk PC, conducted by NRG Oncology 
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Clinical Trials Network.7 This clinical trial employed a non-inferiority design to 

determine whether the efficacy of a hypo-fractionated treatment schedule was not worse 

than a conventional schedule in men with low-risk PC. A total of 1,092 men ages >18 

years with prostate adenocarcinoma met the inclusion criteria of the study. Patients who 

consented to provide information on EPIC and EQ5D were considered for inclusion in 

the analysis. The clinical trial assessed HRQoL at baseline, and at 6, 12, 24, and 60 

months post-intervention. 

Sample Selection 

A 70% random sample was extracted from the analyzable population; patients with 

complete information on both EPIC and EQ5D utilities at baseline, and all subsequent 

assessment periods were included in the study sample. Baseline demographic 

characteristics and clinical covariates were also extracted. 

Outcome Measures 

EuroQol-5D-3L 

EuroQoL-5D-3L, more commonly called EQ5D, is a generic PBM that measures health 

as a function of 5 dimensions (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/ discomfort, and 

anxiety/ depression). The respondent can be at one of three severity levels for these 

dimensions (no problems, some or moderate problems, and extreme problems). A 

combination of responses for each domains result in 243 unique health states (35 

combinations). Two other health states that are not part of this descriptive system are 

included in the valuation system: unconsciousness and death. A score, known as a tariff, 

is attached to each of these health states based on an analysis of preference data obtained 
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from the general population and represents a patient’s preference for a given health state. 

This preference score ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 representing death (worst health) and 1 

representing perfect health. Negative utilities for health states worse than death are also 

assigned. Typically, a visual analogue scale (VAS) that measures the respondent’s self-

rated health on a scale of 0-100 is also employed alongside the EQ5D descriptive system. 

The focus of this study is to map utilities obtained using the EQ5D descriptive system. 

Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) 

The EPIC questionnaire comprehensively evaluates patient function and bother, after PC 

treatment, and is validated in men with localized PC receiving various treatment options 

or surgery. It constitutes four summary domains, urinary, bowel, sexual, and hormonal. 

Each summary domain has a measurable ‘function’ and ‘bother’ subscale. Additionally, 

urinary domain has two distinct incontinence and irritative/ obstructive subscales. 

Responses for each item on EPIC are recorded on a Likert scale and the scale scores are 

linearly transformed to a 0-100 scale, with higher scores representing better HRQoL. 

Model Development 

The primary objective of this aim was to examine the predictive ability of mapping 

algorithms obtained using baseline cross-sectional data in post-intervention data. Several 

model specifications were considered (see Table 7), and OLS models were estimated 

using 5-fold cross-validation to identify best-performing models with each specification 

type. The choice of model type was guided by the results from study aim 1, where OLS 

models outperformed all other model types in their predictive ability. Baseline data was 

used to estimate the mapping algorithms and their predictive performance was evaluated 
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in the post intervention data. Predicted and observed utilities were compared using paired 

sample t-tests and mean differences were reported. In order to identify factors associated 

with prediction errors when mapping EPIC to EQ5D utilities, the absolute prediction 

error was modeled using fixed effects, as a function of baseline demographic and clinical 

covariates, EPIC domain/ subdomain scores, as well as observed and predicted EQ5D 

utilities. 

7.4   RESULTS 

Descriptive Statistics 

The study cohort included patients consenting to HRQoL collection who had complete 

data on EPIC domains/ subdomains as well as EQ5D dimensions at baseline and all 

subsequent assessment periods. A total of 267 (and 199) patients comprised the 

estimation cohort, and 232 (and 213) patients comprised the validation cohort 

respectively, for models with EPIC domains (and subdomains). Table 12 describes the 

baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of the estimation cohorts for models 

using EPIC domain and subdomain data. Overall, the distribution of EQ5D scores was 

skewed towards the right, with over 50% of the patients in each cohort were in full 

health. The plot of the distribution of EQ5D utilities (Figure 5) was bimodal with peaks at 

full health and 0.8 (health state with mild severity). The mean EPIC domain and 

subdomain scores as well as EQ5D scores for all study time points are summarized in 

Table 15. 
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Table 15: Observed Vs. Predicted EQ5D Utilities 
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Table 16: Factors associated with absolute prediction error 
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Longitudinal Predictive Performance  

Table 16 summarizes the mean observed and predicted EQ-5D utilities and EPIC domain 

and subdomain scores at each study time point. . In the EPIC domain sample, mean 

observed EQ5D utility was 0.90±0.13 at baseline, 0.92±0.11 at 6 months, 0.90±0.11 at 12 

months and 0.89±0.14 at 24 months. Mean absolute differences (MDs) between reported 

and predicted were lower for models using EPIC subdomain data compared to EPIC 

domain data, and generally decreased as the time of assessment increased. Figure XX 

shows the plot of overserved vs. predicted utilities for the best performing mapping 

algorithms for EPIC domains and EPIC subdomains. The mapping functions over-

predicted utilities for patients in perfect health while the prediction errors were 

increasingly negative for lower reported EQ5D scores. According to the fixed effects 

model for EPIC domain data, lower observed and predicted baseline EQ5D scores, and 

time of assessment were significant predictors of the absolute prediction error. For EPIC 

subdomain data, lower observed and predicted baseline EQ5D scores, hormonal bother 

and function, and bowel function significantly predicted the absolute prediction error.  
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7.5  DISCUSSION  

Mapping is a valuable tool to obtain health utility information when it is not directly 

estimated using PBMs, and enables incorporation of evidence from a variety of data 

sources across various disease areas in cost-utility analyses of novel and existing 

healthcare interventions. Mapping disease-specific instruments allows estimation of 

health utilities that, in theory, are sensitive to the disease aspects, which may not be 

captured with direct utility estimation through generic PBMs.60 However, generic and 

disease-specific instruments serve different purposes and are not a clear substitute for 

each other. HTA bodies such as NICE recommend use of EQ5D, a generic PBM, in 

prospective evaluations of health interventions, such that the estimated health utilities are 

be comparable across treatments and therapeutic areas.2 Therefore, mapping should only 

be used as the second-best option to direct estimation of utilities using a PBM.1–3  

Mapping algorithms have mostly been derived using regression framework in baseline, 

pre-treatment data from clinical trials.60 It is important to examine the longitudinal 

validity of these algorithms to determine if the mapping algorithms are sensitive to 

treatment effects, and whether they can be implemented with confidence in datasets 

where patients may or may not have received treatment. N. Kontodimopoulos et al. 

previously explored this question and examined the longitudinal validity of MHAQ 

questionnaire in a Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) population.60 To our knowledge, the 

current study is the first to examine the longitudinal validity of mapping algorithms 

derived from the EPIC questionnaire.  

Mapping a PBM to a disease-specific PROM generates a set of prediction errors, which 

reflect the difference between the observed and predicted utilities. Consistent with 
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findings from previous mapping studies, the predicted utilities were underestimated for 

patients with milder health states and overestimated for those with more severe health 

states.65 Lower absolute prediction errors indicate better predictive performance. In the 

study by N. Kontodimopoulos et al, the authors reported that the mean difference in 

observed vs. predicted utilities (prediction errors) in the post-intervention samples 

typically exceeded 0.03, which is a commonly reported minimal clinically important 

difference (MCID) threshold for EQ5D utilities.60 This indicates poor predictive 

performance of the algorithm in longitudinal data. However, the candidate algorithms 

using EPIC subdomains in our study were found to have MD of 0.03 or lower at each 

assessment period, increasing confidence in their longitudinal validity.  

Mean prediction errors, however, do not capture information about the magnitude or sign 

of the error terms, or the factors that contribute to prediction errors. In an effort to 

identify drivers of the prediction error, this study modeled the absolute prediction error as 

a conventional linear function of observed and predicted EQ5D values, EPIC domain/ 

subdomain scores, and patient demographics and clinical covariates. Observed and 

predicted EQ5D scores, time of assessment, hormonal function, and hormonal and bowel 

bother were found to significantly influence prediction errors. In conclusion, this study 

builds upon existing research on longitudinal validity of mapping functions. Overall, the 

mapping algorithms derived from baseline data predicted utilities similar to the observed 

utilities in the post-intervention data. The low MDs in prediction errors in this study 

demonstrate satisfactory performance of mapping functions in the longitudinal data, 

thereby increasing confidence for using them in economic evaluations in PC. Further 

testing using different data sources is necessary to replicate these findings.  
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CHAPTER IV: SUMMARY 
 

6 SUMMARY 

8.1  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation project identified a set of mapping algorithms that cross-walk EPIC to 

EQ5D utilities, following the guidance issued by HTA organizations such as NICE and 

the ISPOR task force for mapping. A comprehensive set of model specifications and 

functional forms were tested to produce algorithms, such that the end user can implement 

them in diverse datasets which may or may not have information on patient 

demographics and clinical characteristics. To our best knowledge, this is the first study to 

assess the relationship between the EPIC and EQ5D questionnaires using an exhaustive 

set of model specifications and functional forms. This study bridges an important gap in 

existing literature and provides researchers with a tool to estimate health utilities that 

reflect the HRQoL experience of the source population. It is important to note that EPIC 

is the most commonly used HRQoL instrument in trials of PC patients as well as clinical 

practice. This study therefore provides an opportunity to incorporate a vast body of 

existing evidence on effectiveness of PC treatments in economic evaluations of existing 

and novel therapies in this disease area. 

Despite testing several functional forms that are theoretically better suited for the bimodal 

distribution of EQ5D utilities observed in this study, OLS regression models 

outperformed them for each model specification tested. These results corroborate 

findings from previous mapping studies which have found algorithms employing OLS 

regression to have superior predictive performance compared to theoretically more robust 
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regression procedures. Addition of patient covariates to the models can result in 

improved predictive ability of the mapping functions as observed in this study. However, 

reduced models were also estimated to only incorporate variables that had significant 

association with the EQ5D utilities and provide parsimonious algorithms for easy 

implementation. It is important to note that EPIC domain/ subdomains were positively 

associated with EQ5D utilities; the regression coefficients for EPIC domains/ subdomains 

were positive when they were modeled alone. An increase in the complexity of the model 

with inclusion of higher order and interaction terms resulted in negative coefficients for 

some of these predictor variables. This was because now, the effect of each variable was 

a composite of their main effect and other higher order and interaction terms. 

Mapping studies have frequently estimated the mapping functions using cross-sectional 

data, often baseline (pre-treatment) data from clinical trials, which some have used 

longitudinal data in their estimation. Current guidelines provide no guidance on which 

type of data to utilize to deriving mapping functions. The current study addresses this 

question by comparing performance of mapping functions obtained using cross-sectional 

and longitudinal data. A mapping function’s ability to predict utilities can be determined 

by how well it performs in an external dataset. In our study, a mapping algorithm 

obtained using combined EPIC subdomain data outperformed other model types in 

external validation. However, OLS models using baseline data showed better predictive 

ability in external validation for algorithms with patient covariates. The improvements in 

model fit with addition of covariates are trivial, therefore we recommend using only 

EPIC domain/ subdomain scores in estimation for parsimony. 
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This study builds upon existing research on longitudinal validity of mapping functions. 

Overall, the mapping algorithms derived from baseline data predicted utilities similar to 

the observed utilities in the post-intervention data. The low MDs in prediction errors in 

this study demonstrate satisfactory performance of mapping functions in the longitudinal 

data, thereby increasing confidence for using them in economic evaluations in PC. 

8.2  IMPLICATIONS 

The study findings have several important implications for researchers and decision-

makers. This study adds to the existing body of evidence on mapping and provides a 

strong case for utilizing mapping methodology to obtain health utilities compared to 

relying on utilities from previously published literature. Firstly, utilities sourced from the 

literature are often dated, and do not reflect the patient population being studied. 

Moreover, these utilities may not reflect the lived patient experience or incorporate their 

expectations from the standard of care or new treatments that are the focus of the 

technology appraisal. Mapping utilizes data from RCTs or real-world setting, and thus, 

provides the opportunity to collect utility information that is current and representative of 

the population being studied. 

In accordance with the existing guidance on mapping issued by the ISPOR task force on 

mapping, this study comprehensively explored several specifications and functional 

forms. While OLS models performed better than other model types in this study, we 

recognize the importance of testing all relevant functional forms when undertaking a 

mapping exercise. We also recommend estimating models with and without covariates to 

increase the generalizability of the resulting algorithms. Additionally, for parsimony, 

reduced models should also be tested. When comparing the predictive performance of 
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reduced models and full models, it is important to weigh the improvements in prediction 

error with full models against the increasing complexity in the model. Reduced models 

should be preferred if the improvements are trivial.  

In our methodological assessment comparing cross-sectional and longitudinal data, we 

found that OLS models using baseline data perform better than models using pooled data 

and those that explicitly model the longitudinal nature of the data using random effects 

specification. We recommend further testing in different populations and datasets to 

determine the impact of type of data on predictive ability of the resulting algorithms in 

different settings. 

In this study, mapping algorithms obtained using baseline data demonstrated satisfactory 

performance in the post-intervention data, suggesting that the mapping function is 

sensitive to treatment effects and temporal changes in HRQoL. Further testing is required 

in a different dataset and to examine if these findings are generalizable. We also 

recommend examining the longitudinal predictive ability of algorithms when undertaking 

a mapping study to increase confidence in the resulting algorithms.  

8.3  FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Regression based mapping provides a great solution to obtain patient preference data in 

absence of direct utility estimation. However, this methodology is not without limitations. 

Approaches such as linking, scale-alignment, and equating, have shown improvements in 

predictive ability over regression based algorithms, especially, in patients in poor health. 

Future evaluations should consider comparing these methods when map EPIC to EQ5D, 
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with a focus on patients with poor health. We also suggest validation of the algorithms 

produced in this study in other datasets, including clinical trials and real-world data.  

In conclusion, while direct utility estimation should remain the preferred approach for 

collecting patient preference data, the findings from this mapping study provides an 

opportunity to utilize historically collected evidence on effectiveness of PC treatments in 

the healthcare decision-making process. Additionally, this study provides support for 

utilization of baseline data in estimation of mapping functions by comparing performance 

of algorithms obtained from cross-sectional vs. longitudinal data, and demonstrating 

satisfactory performance of these algorithms in post-intervention data. Finally, this study 

also explores the factors that contribute to prediction errors when mapping EPIC to 

obtain EQ5D utilities, thus identifying the drivers of health utilities in this population. 
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APPENDIX 

Aim 1 External Validation 

Table A1: Characteristics of Patients with Complete EPIC Domain Data 

RTOG 0415 Secondary Analysis: 30% Sample 

(n=232) 

Age (years)  

Mean 66.2 

Std. Dev. 7.7 

Median 66.0 

Min - Max 44.0 - 82.0 

 

Baseline PSA  

Mean 5.5 

Std. Dev. 2.2 

Median 5.2 

Min - Max 0.1 - 9.9 

 

EQ5D Index at Baseline  

Mean 0.9 

Std. Dev. 0.1 

Median 1.0 

Min - Max 0.2 - 1.0 

 

EPIC Urinary Score at Baseline  

Mean 86.5 

Std. Dev. 12.5 

Median 91.7 

Min - Max 29.2 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Bowel Score at Baseline  

Mean 92.7 

Std. Dev. 9.2 

Median 96.4 

Min - Max 46.2 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Sexual Score at Baseline  

Mean 50.4 

Std. Dev. 26.6 
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Table A1: Characteristics of Patients with Complete EPIC Domain Data 

RTOG 0415 Secondary Analysis: 30% Sample 

(n=232) 

Median 52.8 

Min - Max 0.0 - 97.9 

 

EPIC Hormone Score at Baseline  

Mean 90.5 

Std. Dev. 11.8 

Median 95.5 

Min - Max 45.5 - 100.0 

 

EQ5D  

1 120  (  51.7%) 

<1 112  (  48.3%) 

 

Race  

Other   53  (  22.8%) 

White 179  (  77.2%) 

 

PSA  

<4   45  (  19.4%) 

>4 187  (  80.6%) 

 

Zubrod  

0 211  (  90.9%) 

1   21  (    9.1%) 
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Table A2: Characteristics of Patients with Complete EPIC Sub-Domain Data 

RTOG 0415 Secondary Analysis: 30% Sample 

(n=213) 

Age (years)  

Mean 66.2 

Std. Dev. 7.8 

Median 66.0 

Min - Max 44.0 - 82.0 

 

Baseline PSA  

Mean 5.5 

Std. Dev. 2.2 

Median 5.2 

Min - Max 0.1 - 9.9 

 

EQ5D Index at Baseline  

Mean 0.9 

Std. Dev. 0.1 

Median 1.0 

Min - Max 0.3 - 1.0 

 

EPIC Urinary Function at Baseline  

Mean 92.9 

Std. Dev. 11.8 

Median 100.0 

Min - Max 40.0 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Urinary Bother at Baseline  

Mean 82.7 

Std. Dev. 14.8 

Median 89.3 

Min - Max 21.4 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Urinary Irritation at Baseline  

Mean 85.6 

Std. Dev. 12.1 

Median 89.3 

Min - Max 35.7 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Urinary Incontinence at Baseline  
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Table A2: Characteristics of Patients with Complete EPIC Sub-Domain Data 

RTOG 0415 Secondary Analysis: 30% Sample 

(n=213) 

Mean 91.3 

Std. Dev. 14.8 

Median 100.0 

Min - Max 25.0 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Bowel Function at Baseline  

Mean 92.3 

Std. Dev. 9.4 

Median 96.4 

Min - Max 53.6 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Bowel Bother at Baseline  

Mean 93.4 

Std. Dev. 10.7 

Median 96.4 

Min - Max 32.1-100.0 

 

EPIC Sexual Function at Baseline  

Mean 45.1 

Std. Dev. 27.5 

Median 49.1 

Min - Max 0.0 - 96.9 

 

EPIC Sexual Bother at Baseline  

Mean 64.9 

Std. Dev. 32.4 

Median 68.8 

Min - Max 0.0 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Hormonal Function at Baseline  

Mean 88.7 

Std. Dev. 13.5 

Median 95.0 

Min - Max 40.0 - 100.0 

 

EPIC Hormonal Bother at Baseline  

Mean 92.6 
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Table A2: Characteristics of Patients with Complete EPIC Sub-Domain Data 

RTOG 0415 Secondary Analysis: 30% Sample 

(n=213) 

Std. Dev. 10.3 

Median 95.8 

Min - Max 50.0 - 100.0 

 

EQ5D  

1 114  (  53.5%) 

<1   99  (  46.5%) 

 

Race  

Other   50  (  23.5%) 

White 163  (  76.5%) 

 

PSA  

<4   42  (  19.7%) 

>4 171  (  80.3%) 

 

Zubrod  

0 195  (  91.5%) 

1   18  (    8.5%) 
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